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Vogel Sets New Calendar;
Jacobs Issues Open Letter
JOHN VERRE 7 0 opens the Parent's Day Panel Discussion
on freshman life at the College in the Austin Arts Center Sa-
turday morning.
 ( R o .8 nbi. t t Photo)
Dean of the College Robert M.
Vogel has compiled the calendar
tor the next academic year in-
corporating the modified annual
examination schedule and pure va-
cation periods which the Faculty
approved in February, Concom-
itantly, President Albert C. Ja-
cobs has issued an open letter of
Tax Credit Amendment for Tuition Expenses
Administrators Doubt Value
"If tax reliefs result In the in-
creased availability of funds, then
that amount of financial credit
would go further If directly ad-
ministered by the government,"
asserted Associate Dean of the
College Thomas A. Smith as he
explained the drawbacks of a fed-
eral Income tax credit for tuition,
books, and fees paid by students
In colleges.
Senator Abraham Ribicoff (D,-
Conn.) has recently succeeded in
gaining Senate approval of an
amendment to a House-passed bill
restoring the investment tax cred-
it to businessmen. The amend-
ment calls for a plan to provide
a federal income tax credit of
up to $325 which will be avail-
able to any person paying tuition
to college or graduate school.
Parents with more than one child
enrolled in institutions of higher
learning would be eligible forsep-
: airier, tax credits for students.
The amendment, which is pend-
ing endorsement from the House
of Representatives' Ways and
Means Committee headed by Wil-
bur Mills (D.-Ark.), proposes a
tuition and fee credit to be 75%
of the first $200 paid, 25% of the
next $300 and 10% of the next
$1,000. The credit which will be
subtracted from the personal in-
come tax offers financial bene-
fits predominantly to families
earning less than $10,000 annually.
A graduated formula accounts for
a reduction in the amount of cred-
it available to higher bracket tax-
payers.
Dean Smith pointed out that
"more direct ways of stimulating
education are available to the gov-
ernment." He cited the central
question as that of controlabillty
of the millions of dollars which
would be liberated by the credits.
His concern revolved around the
possibilities for the optimum use
of these funds in educational fields.
Smith sought the assurance of some
guarantee that allotments would be
reinvested In education. The grants
delegated directly from the gov-
ernment, Smith concluded, could
"be better used by institutions
than by individuals."
Treasurer and Comptroller of
the College James Robertson noted
the highly speculative nature of the
amendment's passage. He viewed
the aim of the amendment as an
aid to parents whose children at-
tend colleges where the tuition is
a sizeable sum. He confirmed that
direct government allotments
would apply to state universities
primarily where the tuition Is
comparatively lower; private In-
stitutions, he acknowledged, usu-
ally qualify as aid recipients by
appealing for financing of speci-
fic projects. Other sources of aid to
Independent colleges, he continued,
are foundation and private fund
grants. Robertson estimated that
the effect of the credits would not
be particularly large, although he
admitted that any lessening of fl-
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counsel .to students cautioning them
on the increased academic pres-
sures which the new annual cal-
endar Implies, and on the com-
mensurate responsibility they
will be required to exercise.
"Students should recognize that
two opportunities to recoup losses .
will be denied them," the state-
ment warned:"the opportunities a
vacation period and longer final
examinations' have afforded In the
past to make up errors both of
omission and commission." The
President assigned added import-
ance to the role of weekends as
prime study periods and strongly
advised against . indiscriminant
cutting of classes. The statement
concluded by urging that "students
make responsible judgments re-
garding their use of time under
this altered schedule. "
According to the calendar,
classes for the Christmas Term
will begin on September 14, a week
earlier than in previous years.
Thanksgiving Day will be the only
College holiday in the fall, while
classes will terminate December
21. No special examination per-
iod . before the three-and-a-half
week vacation is scheduled, al-
Symposium Workshop Discussions
Question U.S. Political Structure
Many students and faculty this
week regarded the implications of
cybernetics for existing political
structures as one of the points
that most merited further discus-
sion. Whether or not technological
progress was outmoding or under-
mining American democratic gov-
ernment is a question that the
Symposium left unanswered ac-
cording to several students and
faculty members.
Jonathan G. Granoff '70 empha-
sized that the basis of the "new
left" position on all political is-
sues Is that "people are capable
of making the decisions that ef-
fect their lives. To arrest the
impersonalized aspects of tech-
nological change," he maintained,
"it was necessary to reallocate
power in the hands of.the people
directly affected. If people had
a say and all the Information,"
he claimed, "market experts and
Senate Announces Date
Of Evaluation Release
President Keith M. Miles '68,
confirmed that the Senate's Social
Evaluation, after more than a year
in preparation, will be distributed
to the College and the Hartford
news media organizations on May
10. Published at a cost of $1800,
the Evaluation consists of approx-
imately 95 pages with 40 pages de-
voted to interpretive analysis of the
statistics gathered from question-
naires distributed to students last
spring.
Complete statistics, broken
down into seven categories, willbe Included In the remaining 55
Pages of the publication. Statistics
are classified under the headings
of "all college," individual class-
es, fraternity, and independent.
The Evaluation will feature three
Principle areas of study: the ex-
tracurricular aspect, the academic
sphere, and the social factor. With-
in these major divisions, there
will be several sub-topics of spe-
cific concern. In extracurricular:
activities, degree of participation
will be examined; time allotments,
choice rationale, and motivation
Will constitute prime . criteria for
determining the value to the stu-
dent which extracurriculars pro-
vide.
Regarding academics, study
habits qualify as the most import-
ant consideration. Selection of
courses, major fields of concen-
tration, and teacher preference
present auxiliary information from
the psychological point of view
to augment the findings of the
Senate's Course Evaluation which
was made available to students
prior to selection of Trinity Term
courses last December.
The examination of the College's
social environment . will entailjudgments regarding drinking, sex
practices and attitudes, on and
off campus activities, maintenance
of automobiles, and membership
In social organizations, as well
as the influences these, factors
exert upon the student.
by John Osier
public relations men would take
second place to safety engineers."
Michael A. Williams '68, felt
that, particularly in the area of
human rights, significant change Is
impossible within the present
system, interest and patronage
arrangements being so Intricately
woven throughout the entire closed
system. He agreed with SNCC
representative Ivanhoe Donaldson
that a coalition government based
on interest groups would better
meet the country's needs. A coali-
tion government, Williams argued,
would allow for the decentraliza-
tion necessary to start people mak-
ing decisions and directing pro-
grams that directly effect them.
Assistant Professor of Philos-
ophy Richard T. Lee visualized
current political organization of
the United States as being "fairly
outmoded" by technological and
economic progress. Significant
power. Lee explained, rests out-
side the area of political author-
ity. He saw a need for establish-
ing closer connections between
political and economic power and
suggested that increased role of
government in business might al-
leviate the problem.
Lee saw little danger of the
American people "throwing them-
selves at the feet of a dictator"
as Industrial Area Foundation
leader Saul Alinsky predicted in
his lecture on human rights.
According to the Philosophy pro-
fessor, the greatest danger was
that of "increasing aquiescence."
He pointed out t'hat for today's
political and social scene "there
Is no villain of the.piece", no
manipulator; but rather ongoing
commerce, production, technol-
ogical change are the manipula-
tors. If modern man couldn't break
away from this process or learn
to control it, Lee hypothesized, -
there, would be the danger of an
impersonal dictatorship, ". :
Lee said his solution implied
a merger of political and econ-
omic power which could only be
effected in a bureaucracy. Dr.
Robert A. Battis, associate pro-
fessor of economics, noted that
his type of planning would if any-
thing put more power in the hands .
of the technicians, planners, and
bureaucrats. Lee, recognizingthis
problem, added that such a bur-
eaucracy would have to be made
'more responsive to either the
voters or congress. He evaluated
his suggestion in saying that It
would be politically but not econ-
omically advisable.
Battis concurred with many
faculty and several students in
criticising the speakers, particu-
larly Ferry and Seligman, direct-
or of the University of Massa-
chusetts Labor Research Center,
for failing to offer solutions. He
(Continued on Page 8)
though professors are allowed the
option of administering final exams
during class periods.
Classes for the Trinity Term
resume January 17 with Regis-
tration the day before. Spring va-
cation will begin March 9 and will
last the duration of the month.
Classes end May 18 to be fol-
lowed by General Examinations
and Review Days. May 30 will
signal the end of the examina-
tion period for underclassmen,
while Commencement will be held
on Sunday, June 2.
Vogel noted that the exact dates
of Christmas Term Registration
and Freshman Week would be an-
nounced at a later date.
House President
Deemed Liable
Before the Law
The ; College attorney met last
week with Dean of Students Roy
Heath, IFC Chairman Lawrence
Roberts, '68 and the eleven fra-
ternity presidents to inform them
of their legal responsibilities and
liabilities In regard to state drink-
ing laws and maintenance of the
peace.
Richard Rockwell, representa-
tive of the local law firm of
Day, Berry, and Howard, im-
pressed upon the student leaders
their role \.n enforcing certain
norms for social conduct*
violation of which are punishable
by local and state authorities.
The Dean, In an effort to fa-
cilitate the necessary enforce-
ment, has explicitly stated In a
memorandum to fraternity pres-
idents and Roberts that "the Col-
lege holds the fraternity presi-
dent directly responsible for the
conduct of -his brothers at fra-
ternity events."
The "Limits of Conduct" pro-
vides for the intervention of the
Dean with a house president un-
der conditions which appear to en-
danger life, disrupt the life of
(Continued on Page 4)
Heath's Preceptorial Plan
Endorsed in Senate Vote
At the Senate meeting Sunday
night Dean of Students Roy Heath
received the Senate's full endorse-
ment to institute senior precep-
toriais for next year's freshman
class. In addition Michael P. Seit-
chik '68, chairman of the Sympo
'67 Planning Committee, askedthe
Senate to establish a permanent
committee which would organize an
annual symposium and regular,
smaller scale symposia.
Heath asked that the Senate co-
sponsor with the Office of the
Dean of Students extensive precep-
torial- groups which would seek
to develop and explore inter-per-
sonal relationships.
Heath believes that a precep-
torial of six or seven freshmen
led by an able senior would "make
life more rich for freshmen"
by providing them with "an arena
of freedom" in their conversa-
tion.
Heath has led a preceptorial
of his own this year with seven
freshman. The round table dis-
cussion has met for two hours
each week since November and
operates under only two limita-
tions! 1) the speaker must say
exactly what he feels (be authen-
tic); and 2) the speaker must ad-
dress the group as a whole. While
the frankness and honesty of ex-
pression creates what the Dean
termed as "a strenuous exper-
ience," he felt that the disturbance
created by the questioning of values
was satisfying and rewarding to the
participants.
The need for the preceptorial
is based on findings which Indi-
cate that freshmen are often so
preoccupied In determining "where
(Continued on Page 9)
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Indiana Theater Stages Shaw, Sheridan Plays
'Misalliance:9
Only Mediocre
by Carlo Forzani
The step from mediocrity to
superiority Is often the most diffi-
cult transition to make, Th& In-
diana Theatre Company, although
staging a fairly well done presen-
tation of George Bernard Shaw's
"Misalliance" in Goodwin Theatre
Thursday evening, did not make
that transition, The acting was
competent, and the high points of
Shaw's script preserved, but the
play did not sparkle as it failed
to come truly alive.
Shaw's plot, centering about a
society damsel, Hypatia (Tarle-
ton), is above average drama yet
lacks the consistent flair which
makes for great comedy, depth of
perception, and preclseness of
statement common to brilliant
social commentary. Although en-
gaged to Bentley Summergays, an
effeminate Oxford intellectual, Hy-
patia Is tired of the boredom and
restraint her bourgeois society has
imposed upon her. As a result, she
runs around collecting marriage
proposals in an effort to create
some excitement for herself. She
and Lina Szczepanowska, a Polish
lady who literally crashes into the
household from a plane, manage to
attract the woes of all the male
members of the house. Hypatla's
father and brother both secretly
compete for Lina's affections, and
Bentley's father (a dubious Lord
Summerhays, one of Britain's high
Sheridan's 'The Rivals' Offers
Enduring Form of Light Humor
by Daniel
THE JOKE'S ON US -- Laughing over the absurdity of their
situation, this "misal l ied" assortment of characters, indulge
in some good old fashion fun in this action the Indiana Theatre
Company's production of "Misall iance" by George Bernard
Shaw, Thursday in Goodwin Theatre.
diplomats) along with Joseph Per-
clval, pilot of the fallen plane,
admit their attractions to Hypatia,
who eagerly lures them on. In
the end everyone is discovered and
Hypatia breaks her engagement
with Bentley to-marry Perclvalthe
pilot.
Ostensibly, Shaw's purpose is
to depict the morality and fickle-
ness of the bourgeois class, of
rich old men such as John Tarle-
ton who simultaneously spout lit-
erary proverbs and chase other
women behind their wives' backs.
Added features, such as a lad
called " Gunner" who accuses Tar-
leton of having affairs with his
mother in his youth, strengthen the
case. But the effort is weak at
best, and the display of society
play is ineffectual, falling to con-
vince us of the seriousness of its
deficiencies.
Durward McDonald as John Tar-
leton turned in what could be
termed the best performance of the
evening, although the entire cast
maintained a rather uniformly
average level of acting for a uni-
versity graduate company. The
lines were smoothly delivered and
the cast achieved a good sense of
timing, but the execution lacked the
spontaneity and freedom of expres-
sion which mark the special flavor
of authenticity of a distinctly pro-
fessional company.
Style Lauded in-Japanese 'MacBeth;'
'Throne of Blood9 Ritualistic, Violent
Adaptations, of, Shakespeare are
usually controversial and often
embarrassingly bad. Foreign
adaptations are sometimes a com-
plete travesty of the original. (I
saw a French production of JU-
LIUS CAESAR done some years
ago by the Theatre National Popu-
laire in modern dress. The play
was presented as a musical farce
lampooning French politics In gen-
eral and de Gaulle in particular.
So MACBIRD' isn't really anything
n e w . ) • . - . . - . - . . '.
Filmed plays, too, are often
unsuccessful as movies, because
the director seldom explores the
possibilities of the new medium
and the action is depicted on what
is merely another, larger 'stage1.
Witness, for example, the movie
• version of Richard Burton's HAM-
• LET. Hopeless.
;• THRONE OF BLOOD, the Col-
lege Film Society's last presenta-
: tion this year, is an adaptation of
MACBETH in which the action
takes place In 16th century Ja-
pan.
I am convinced that the style
of this film is at least as good
as, and perhaps in some' ways
better than, the more hackneyed
Scottish version.
The effect of the film is rit-
ualistic and stylized. This Mac-
Jap is the universal soldier try-
ing desperately to act out his
destiny - as revealed by the spir-
it in the forest - and at the same
time to escape his fate. Pushing
him on ruthlessly towards the top
is his other self, his wife. She
has almost no character in the
film, but she serves to bolster
his ambition and prompt his ac-
tions. MacJap is shown as a brave
warrior and a good general whose
loyalty to his lord is the definition
of his Integrity. When his wife,
however, is told of the spirit's
prophesy, she becomes the mea-
sure of his own ambition.
The still-birth of her child sig-
nals his political Incompetence and
for the first time MacJap is aware
that his end is imminent. His self-
confidence becomes mere bluster
y A . L e e s •••'• ;
"and ;his laughter takes on a hollow
ring.
when he sees his wife perform
the mad ritual of symbolically
washing her hands of the mur-
der, although moaning that she can
still smell the blood, he rides
out into the forest to be reas-
sured by the spirit. He appears
to have lost all his own drive
and becomes a slave of his fate.
In his own. way, he is as mad
as his wife. .
There are two items in the
film that almost take on the at-
tributes of characters: the castle
and the forest. The castle's en-
trance is so huge that the war-
riors are dwarfed by it. The cas-
. tie does not just represent power-
the mere possession of it IS pow-
er; but we are told that the foun-
dations are rotten and that the
rats are leaving the' buildings.
The mist-shrouded forest, " a
natural labyrinth", is filmed like
a grotesque monster. In contrast
to the stark gray walls of the
castle, the forest sometimes hor-
rifying in its mysterious com-
plexity. In the final scenes the
forest really does appear to crawl
towards, the castle as MacJap
stands on the battlements harangu-
ing his own men who want to flee.
An arrow thumps into the wooden
wall beside him. He tears it out
and calls his men "cowards." An-
other arrow and then a dozen
more follow the first. He is trapped
on the battlements as dozens of
; arrows slice into his leather ar-
mor. Filially he stands transfixed
by an arrow through his neck and
he totters down, the steps towards
his men. He lies on the ground
bristling with half-broken arrows.
My only adverse criticism of
this great film'is the simplicity
of the moral drawn at the end.
While we see views of Macjap's
grave, a chorus chants on the
sound-track of a man "murdered
by ambition." If only it were just
that simple. Unfortunately, the rest
of the film - from the thunder-
ing violence of the horses hoofs
to the quiet mystery of Japanese
ritual - belies the moral tag-end.
I hope that the tag was a result
of a mistranslation of the Japan-
ese chants rather than a gratui-
tous interpretation of the story.
Rising from my seat in plush
Goodwin Theatre, imagine my
surprise to discover that I had
actually enjoyed (!) three hours
of "The Rivals" by Richard Brln-
sley Sheridan. Don't get me wrong.
I recognize all the greatness of
the play in its historic context;
but despite its merits, in this
age of Albee and Beckett, it could
have been about as exciting as Luci
J. Nugent. Fortunately, the Indiana
Theatre company emphasized all
that is golden in Sheridan's stan-
dard while scattering the ke rnels of
old corn in a manner that would
have made the Green Giant proud.
It was a laff-a- minute, and three
hours is a lot of minutes.
Speaking of gold in " The Rivals,"
what glitters brightest is, of
course, the immortal Mrs. Mala-
prop. With her "select words so
ingeniously misapplied without be-
ing mispronounced," she is a clas-
sic comic creation. Though I have
always thought of her as a simple
ineffectual old biddy, I cannot quar-
rel with Geraldine Obermark's
portrayal of a stupid raucous hog.
In fact, here Mrs. Malaprop has
almost completely "illiterated"
that first conception from my
memory. (Let me Interject one
of her most memorable lines:
"she's as headstrong as an al-
legory on the banks of the Nile.")
That brings me to the crux of
my opinion on the performance.
No matter how funny Sheridan's
lines are, the play has the poten-
tial of being unbearably boring.
The Indiana Company, however,
didn't let the play just lie there;
they gave, it life, > made i t move,
made it burst with vigor, turned
it on. They were tongue-in-cheek
to just the right degree; not above
their material, but elevating it.
Sheridan was poking fun at the
typically contrived Restoration
comedy, but his play Is nonethe-
less too contrived itself for me to
'Collage' Makes Debut;
Improvement Advised
by Steven Bauer
On a campus such as Trinity
there is a need for constant lit-
erary dialogue, and so any step,
is a step In the right direction.
Unfortunately for all of us, the
first step this year in the game of
Giant Steps (a game at which Trin-
ity is becoming amazingly adept)
was a baby step, or more correct-
ly, a sidestep. It seems as though
the responsibility of editing a crea-
tive magazine, the main object of
which is to present student work,
has not been met squarely.
In its mammoth fifteen pages,
chocked full of all kinds of good-
ies, COLLAGE (published four
times annually by the students of
Trinity College and the editorial
board of COLLAGE) gave us a
true, if limited, amalgam of
assorted prose and poetry, which
Is- a subtle way of saying that no
unity existed.
Transition throughout the maga-
zine was disjointed and choppy. The
layout of the pages was largely
unsuccessful because the utiliza-
tion of similar type print in both'
title and name of author tended
to unbalance the appearance ra-
ther than the reverse as was In-
tended.
In dealing with specifics, front
and back come first. The cover
reminded me of an out-of-print
edition of lithographic primitive
art. The back cover (discernable
after careful study as soggy foot-
prints in a Trinity snowfall) looked
at first sight like an adolescent
beehive or a swarm of well-mean-
ing ants. Within the pages there
was some work of merit. The
sketch by Bill Cantwell and Lionel
Tardlff's Literature Wheel (which
incidentally is available in poster
form and which no able bodied true-
blooded Northrop Fryian would be
caught dead without) were both fine
examples of graphic art.
Of the meagre amount of literary
work given us, the short story by
Jesse Brewer and the poems by Ro-
bert Rethy and Bruce W. Kierstad
(1964?) were most valid. Rethy's
poem, In its Indescribable delic-
acy, exhibited beauty and an odd
strength, using stylized language
which transformed the poem into
a work of lyrical grace, Klerstad's
"Remembrance," while using lang-
uage and Images not totally un-
heard of, created a mood of inten-
sity and power that lasted after
the final reading. Brewer's story
had a continuity and a fluency that
gave it a polished appearance. The
characterizations were believable
even though the catastrophes
ending the story tended to Induce
a note of considered credulity.
But four poems, three prose
pieces, a song? Are we to accept
(and swallow without difficulty) the
tacit statement that three poems
worth printing have been written
by students during this academic
year? Of course one may jabber
(Continued on Page 11)
give you the "perpendiculars." And
besides, the richness Is in the
characters: Durward McDonald
was a boisterous, bawdy Anthony
Absolute; Robert Franks as an
appropriately foolish Acres; and
Ronald Wier as a timid Faulkland
fearing constantly that his true
love might be anything but mis-
erable in his absence.
Next to the vivid characteri-
zation, I was most Impressed with
the excellent composition. With
the play moving along at rollicking
supersonic pace, It was still pos-
sible at any moment to tale a well
balanced and organized snapshot.
Taking into account that the play
was at no time stilted or rigid,
this was a very commendable
achievement.
In sum, "The Rivals" was three
short hours of delightful diversion.
'Good Times'
Lambasts War
Complacency
by Jim Petersen
With the screening of GOOD
TIMES, WONDERFUL TIMES on
April 26 in McCook Auditorium,
Trinity students for the second
time in two weeks were confronted
with a cinematic interpretation of
and statement against war. The
difference between the two films
(the first being Brakhage's Twenty
Third, PSALM. BRANCH) was im-
mense, as were the emotions crea-
ted by each film.
Brakhage, at the viewing of
PSALM BRANCH, warned the aud-
ience not to attempt Identifica-
tion with any "character" in the
film. The result was that the
audience failed to completely
associate Brakhage's war-guilt
with their own. In GOOD TIMES,
WONDERFUL TIMES the effect is
brutally, devastatingly the oppo-
site. Character identification is
forced upon the audience almost
Immediately In the opening scene
of the archetypal .cocktail party:
for an hour and a half the audience
was assaulted with the sickness
that is war, and the sickness that
causes war--the complacency of
society.
The movie was a montage of
bits of conversation, centering
'mainly on the views of a young,
adequately pretty girl, and a mid-
dle-aged party wit. Their views
are juxtaposed with segments of
WW II newsreels, and portions of
Hitler's speeches. Humor was
undercut by horror as the screen
filled with those to familiar
scenes of Polish concentration
camps, the Warsaw ghetto, Stal-
ingrad and Hiroshima. The mind
was seared, and sought comfort
in the traditional defenses of the
necessity of war; but the film fol-
lowed each of those arguments
in turn and showed that they can
never remove the guilt of mass
The one recurring image was
that of children and war. One of the
first scenes was an interview with
an aging career officer In an Ad-
mirality Club somewhere in-Eng-
land. The man smiled at the inter-
viewer and said, "If you really
love your son, you'll take the boy
and put him in the army and make
a man out of him." This was
immediately followed by a quo-
tation from Mein Kampf, declaring
that, "The army should be con-
sidered the highest school, in which
the boy is molded into the man."
(Continued on Page 10)
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Outstanding Solos Highlight
Saturday Jazz Band Concert
PAGE 3
by John Osier
Ir" From the first notes of A LOT
OF LIVIN' TO DO, the New Col-
legiate Jazz Band theme song, the
tightly packed Goodwin Theatre
was like an additional instrument
in Horenstein's band--responding.
There was more than good reason
for the response. The program was
exciting from beginning to end
and the performance was always
at a peak.
Horenstein's emotional vigor
and superb command of both his
instrument and his group were
apparent throughout the per-
formance. Robert Berardino '70,
carrying the trumpet section,
seemed actually to play better
under the strain with each suc-
cessive solo. Drummer David
Moss '70, and tenor man Nell
Olson '68, added both class and
life to the group.
The high point, perhaps it would
be better to say "highest" point,
of the program-came with the per-
formance of Band Manager Horen-
stein's recent composition MAN-
DALA. The "small group," was
composed of members of the Jazz
Band who seemed to be building up
to "somethingbig" through a series
of excellent solos in the context of
big band charts earlier in the
program. They broke loose on
MANDALA.
The tune is based on an Indian
raga melody and often becomes
submerged for short periods being
carried at times by the baritone
and tenor saxes running at fifths
in the background. The effect is
hypnotic, and the trance is broken
only by the exciting and pulsating
Horenstein solo which Is the cli-
max of the piece. The mood is first
set, and well set, by Berardino's
trumpet solo played against the
accompanying Intricate and or-
iental harmonies.
Olsen is probably at his best
in MANDALA also. The quiet man-
nered musician demonstrated the
• greatest command of progressions
and best phrasing of the evening.
There was considerable interac-
tion between him and Horenstein
before the latter began his solo
in earnest, the climax being clear-
ly on its way.
The mandala is symbolically a
protective, charmed circle guard-
ing the Innermost aspects of the
personality from external influ-
ences, In it the reserved and the
explosive are somehow brought
together in a strange and turbu-
lent truce, Olsen and Horenstein
amply fill the roles of these op-
posing factors that keep MANDALA
in a constant state of flux. When
Horenstein's explosive personality
succeeds in breaking through the
circle the trance is magically
broken.
His innovativenous, bold use of
overtones, and technical command
of the horn are Impressive. Switch-
ing between soprano and alto seems
to have an effect of its own, and,
when he plays both at once, the
audience can only be amazed.
The GIGUE, third movement of
the Bob Soder SECOND SUITE FOR
CONCERT JASS BAND was prob-
ably the most difficult piece per-
formed by the seventeen-member
group. Written in suite form with
a four-four rhythm that felt like
twelve-four, the piece is a fine
example of classical jazz. Tech-
nically difficult passages, of which
there were several, were handled
with ease and precision. The group
shows a remarkable control and,
particularly in the sax section,
ability to "play together." The
handling of the GIGUE reflects a
terrific amount of practice and
thorough rehearsing. Once again
the dominant influence is in Hor-
enstein's sax section.
The overall performance was
sparkling. The music was well sel-
ected and challenging. The group
possessed the all-important qual-
ity of being able to "play well
together," and they appeared to
enjoy what they were playing.
STEVE HORNSTEIN and Ms fellow jazz bondmen, (I. to r.)
James Olivetti, Neil Olson, Steve, Robert Berardino, and
Robert Washington, blast out "Mandala" one of Hornstein's
recent Compositions. (Rosenblatt Photo)
Glee Club Members Confront New Director;
Threat of Forced Disbandment Forestalled
Fears that the Glee Club would
be disbanded next year in favor of
a small mixed chorale society were
alleviated last Thursday afternoon
when a group of some,thirty stu-
dents confronted Mr. Robert E.
Gronqulst who was recently hired
to direct vocal music at the Col-
lege during the next academic year.
In carrying on their fight for the
ninety-five year old organization,
Glee Club members redefined the
purposes and nature of the Club.
In an earlier meeting with Glee
Club officers on April 6, Gron-
qulst announced plans to establish
a small mixed chorale society,
drawing female voices from the
Hartford area. The new group,
according to student reports from
the meeting, would be smaller in
size than the Glee Club, with
possibly as few as ten male voices.
Gronquist's original intention, ac-
cording to students in attendance
at this meeting, was to obtain the
male voices necessary for his
mixed chorale society by "cutting"
in the Glee Club.
Under the leadership of Club
officers Francis X. Daly '68, and
Paul R. Cassarino '68, the mem-
bers of the group were organized
and drew up a statement entitled
"The Validity of the Trinity Col-
lege Glee Club."
The paper cited the organiza-
tion's functioning as a social club
for independents and freshmen,
performing under the Collegename
all over the country, and Its of-
ficial recognition by the College
Senate.
When it was learned by Daly
that Gronquist would be in Hart-
ford Thursday, arrangements were
made for a meeting with him in
Garmany Hall. The thirty students
in attendance presented the paper
to Gronquist and asked him to
clarify his plans for their organi-
zation.
According to Daly, the music
professor was also informed that,
as asenate supported organization,
the members of the- Glee Club had
"neither the right nor the obli-
gation to direct these funds to any
organization whosestructureisnot
specifically approved by the Sen-
ate." Even if the Glee Club were
abandoned, Daly explained, its
Stravinsky's Son to Honor
Father with Concert Band
IGOR STRAVINSKY whose
eighty-fifth birthday will be
celebrated in special pro-
gram at the College next
year.
Concert pianist Souli ma Stravin-
sky, son of the "greatest living
composer" Igor. Stravinsky, will
appear with the College Orches-
tra next year in, a special pro-
gram honoring his father's eighty-
fifth birthday, it wfas announced by
Lecturer of Music Baird Hastings
this week. '
Stravinsky will join the members
of the Orchestra to perform, his
father's composition CONCERTO
FOB PIANO AND WINDS. The
piece was first performed by the
composer in Paris in 1924 at a
Koussevitsky Concert. It is a vir-
tuoso, piece and Hastings predicts
that it will come as a climax to
next year's instrumental season.
The engagement was arranged by
Hastings, a long-time member of
the Stravinsky, circle and friend of
the family. A professor at the
University of Illinois, Soullma
Stravinsky accepted the invitation
and will appear in "concert with
the Orchestra on March 7, 1968.
funds could not be transferred to
the new chorale society.
The results of the meeting were
that members obtainedGronqulst's •
promise to maintain, and work with
the Glee Club in addition to start-
ing the new organization. Gron-
quist hoped the group would under-
take ambitious contemporary mu-
sic, according to Daly.
Gronquist is reported to be plan-
ning to finance his new chorale
society with door receipts for the
first year as it is now too late
to apply for a Senate.appropriation.
- Chairman, of-the Department of
Arts Jerrold Ziff expressed the
hope that the new group would be
successful. Zlff emphasized that
the question of the Glee Club had
been clouded over by many rumors
which were difficult to validate.
$25
fly all you want
on the newest, swingingest fare in the air!
Mohawk's "Weekends Unlimited!"
Fly anywhere Mohawk flies. Be a gypsy! Visit a host of Mohawk's seventy
cities in 10 states—all in one weekend. Remember, Mohawk's new swingjn'
fare is good not only roundtrip but on as many flights over the weekend as you
can book.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
pick your cities! pick a weekenil! .
here'showtotakeolf:
Pick your weekend.* Fare applies from 6_a.m. Saturday to 6 p.m. Sunday.
Phone Mohawk reservations or see your travel agent.
Ask for positive space reservations o.n the scheduled flights of your
choice. (Not including Toronto.) All for $25 a person plus federal tax.
Reservations must be made on the Wednesday, Thursday, or Friday pre-
ceding your departure and the first leg of your journey must begin on
Saturday. •'-.-'
Check the cities served by Mohawk from your city and TAKE OFF!
New York City
Boston
Philadelphia
Washington, D.C.
Pittsburgh
Cleveland
Detroit
Niagara Falls
Erie .
Buffalo
Utica
Glans Falls
Rutland
Burlington
Pittsburgh
Massena
Witertown
Ogdensburg
Winchester
Lake Placid
Rochester
Jarrwstewn
Olean
Elmira
Corning
Ithsca
BJnjn»mton
Poughkopi
HartfordWorcMter
Albany '*
'Goad any wMfund of tto yest swspt Esiter.
MOHAWK "WEEKENDS UNLIMITED!
Mohawk's 227 Vista prae JM, Built by FsirchHO Hillw Mohawk's Ona-EktvM Fan J»t, Bum by British Aircraft Corporation
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Barbieri Center to Honor
Peter Riccio of Columbia
3s Science Wrong?
Author Interprets Ritual
The Director of Italian Studies
at Columbia University was In-
ducted last night as a fellow of
the Cesare Barbleri Center for
Italian Studies at the College.
Professor Peter Riccio was made
a "fellow" of the Center "In re-
cognition of his contributions In
Landscape Artist
Shows Paintings
At Arts Center
An exhibition of paintings and
drawings by the Connecticut-born
landscape and marine painter Nel-
son Cook White opened Saturday
at the Weidner Gallery of the
Austin Arts Center. Jointly spon-
sored by the Cesare Barbieri Cen-
ter of Italian Studies and the De-
partment of Fine Arts, the exhl-
-bit will remain open for the du-
ration of May.
" Born at White's Point in Water-
ford In 1900, White is one of
three generations of painters.His
father,, the late Henry C. White
was a landscape artist; and his
son, Nelson Holbrook White, Is
presently finishing his study of
painting in Florence, Italy.
* Much of White's work takes
Inspiration from the Italian sea-
side country north of Vlaraggio
and around Florence and Venice.
The exhibit now open at the Arts
Center is composed of twenty-
eight oils, gouaches, water co-
lors, and drawings.
Mr. White is a patron, collec-
tor, and critic of art whose arti-
cles have appeared In various ma-
gazines and •,newspapers. He Is
also the author of- two biolfa^fileT"
of American artists, J. Frank Gurv.
rter and Abbot H. Thayer. He,is
a member of the Connecticut Aca-
demy of Fine Arts, the Lyxne Art
"Association where he exhibits-
annually, and the Advisory Council
of the Lyman Allyii Museum of
• New London.
fax Credit...
(Continued from Page 1)
nanclal outlays would be welcomed
by the College.
Gerald R. Marsahll, registrar of
the College,, concurred in Smith's
appraisal of the amendment's pur-
pose. He believed that "wiser ap-
plication of funds could be made
by 'the government." He suggested
that allotment of funds be con-
ducted in a "more subjective and
selective1 manner" .than Senator
Elbicoff proposes. Marshall pro-
posed that greater concentration
of funds be promoted rather than
the socialization of aid benefits
which would tend to proliferate,
the allotments.
enriching American culture
through the preservation of the
Italian heritage," said Dr. Michael
R. Campo, associate professor of
Modern Languages and director of
the Barbierl Center.
Riccio, who spent 49 years at
Columbia, including the last nine
as director of Casa Italiana, was
honored by the Barbleri Center at
a dinner preceedlng the official
opening" of an exhibition of paint-
ings and drawings of Italian land-
scapes by Nelson Cooke White,
the noted Waterford Landscapist.
A resident In his youth of Har-
lem's Little Italy, Riccio enroll-
ed as an undergraduate, at Co-
lumbia where he sought to estab-
lish a modern Italian library there-
by giving impetus to Casa Italiana,
a seven story center of Italian
Studies dedicated In 1927. In 1929
Riccio earned his Ph. D. with a
dissertation entitled "On the
Threshold of Fascism". He is now
retired and living In Hope Valley,
R. I.
by P.H. Stott
Early in 1950 Macmlllan pub-
lished Immanuel Vellkovsky's
WORLDS IN COLLISION, an as-
tronomical analysis of mythologi-
cal records. Despite the intense
furor with which the Scientific
Community EN MASSE greeted
both the author and his publisher,
the book remained on the best
seller list for several months.
With one or two initial excep-
tions, reviews of Velikovsky's book
.were consistently damning, sug-
gesting that such a reputable pub- •
llshlng house as Macmlllan abused
not only the Intelligence of their
readers but the responsibility of
their firm. Threatened with a boy-
cott of textbooks, Macmlllan was
compelled to relinquish all rights
on the book to Doubleday, and there
the matter has stood.
What Velikovsky proposed is in-
deed incredible. Yet the annoying
thing Is that, while his celestial
mechanics are completely in the
wrong, historically his proposals
are very compelling. In brief his
Banjo Band to Stage Benefit
A special "Banjo Benefit" for
the Hartford Symphony Orchestra
will be presented May 6 by the
nationally-acclaimed Walter Kaye
Bauer and his Band of Banjos.
The benefit concert, part of the
orchestra's Ford Foundation Chal-
lenge Campaign, will be held In
the auditorium, of Northwest Cath-
olic High School In West Hartford
at 8:30 p.m.
The unusual feature of the 50-
plece band is Its symphonic instru-
mentation of flutes, .oboes, clar-
inets, bassoons, a quartet of sax-
aphones, banjos of various sizes
'STCTttltch;"!an"i3" mandolins. It also
includes guitars, drums, and bass-
es. The concert program will be of
the "pops" variety with major
emphasis on Broadway show tunes.
Bauer, who lives in Wethers-
field, is widely known as an ar-
ranger and teacher as well as a
director. He Is also president of
the Fretted Instrumentalists Guild
of America,
Tickets for the concert, which
will feature tenor banjo solos,
mandolin solos, and vocalists, may
be obtained at the door, or by
writing or calling Harry K.
Knapp, Old Mountain Road, Farm-
Ington (Tel. 677-9801). Knapp, as-
sociate director of development
at the college, Is a member of
the band.
Student tickets are $1.50. All
proceeds will be donated to the
Hartford Symphony Orchestra.
theory is that twice -- once in
1500 B.C. and again 52 years
later -- the tail of a comet, later
to become the planet Venus,
brushed with the earth and caused,
among other catastrophic events,
the earth to cease rotating (thus
for Joshua the sun stood still),
tides hundreds if not thousands of
feet high (thus the Red Sea parted
for the Israelites), and a collective
amnesia.
For evidence, Velikovsky mar-
shals together all that Biblical
and mythological sources can of-
fer, but unfortunately there , is
little else. One of his most sen-
sational explanations comes out
of the Book of Joshua when "the
sun stood still upon Gideon." The
Mexican ANNALS OF CUAUHTIT-
LAN similarly relate that "night
did not end for a long time." In
addition the author supplies other
legends which point to much the
same conclusion. A second ex-
ample of Vellkovsky's method at-
tempts to establish that before
687 B.C. all ancient peoples, who
had perfectly acceptable means of
measuring time, recorded a year
of 360 days. "All around the globe,"
he writes, "the years following
-687 saw activity directed towards
reforming the calendar. Between
-747 and -687 the calendar was in
a chaotic state, the length of the
year and of the month, and prob-
ably also of the day, repeatedly
changing." It was about this time
that the Egyptians added a five-
day festival period to their year,
while other calendric changes were
made by other peoples.
Purely from a technical stand-
point, the book is not only poorly
organized, but poorly written.
Chronologically he errs frequent-
ly, asserting, for instance, that
Moses and Prometheus were con-
temporaries, as were Amos and
Homer. And his logic is often
circular. In sum, Velikovsky Is
PROBABLY wrong".
Celestial Mechanics suggests
that Velikovsky is wrong, as we
have said; and undoubtedly he IS
wrong in much of what he says.
But the point Is raised; the laws
of Celestial Mechanics, as those
of other scientific disciplines, are
based upon observations, from
which we deduce a system of co-
ordinated laws. Ptolemy, Coper-
nicus, Kepler, Newton, and Ein-
stein all made observations and
devised a hypothesis which satis-
fled the observable facts. That
Vellkovsky's system is impossible
only means that if we are to
accept It, we must again rewrite
several of the laws of Celestial
Mechanics. We refuse only because
the reason for any revision seems
so ludicrous.
That Velikovsky Is wrong seems
immaterial; his study, poorly or-
ganized as it is, is an exercise
in mythological interpretation - -
a source of evidence hitherto ig-
nored. One critic has noted that
legends regarding the strange be-
havior of the sun arise \out of
primitive people who worship the
sun, and that legends of great
floods arise out of the river
peoples. But what seems at fault
here is the assumption that not
only can catastrophic events not
occur (because there Is no re-
corded history to Indicate their
possibility), but also that this type
of legend is simply an exaggera-
tion of a common occurrence. Both
Troy and the deluge were legends
of this sort until quite recently.
All of this is not to claim that
Velikovsky is right - - merely
that there is room for much doubt
in commonly accepted fact.
liable.
(Continued from Page 1)
another student, or disturb the
peace of the surrounding com-
munity. . ' ,•.
Should the fraternity president
fail, to enforce the "reasonable
limits of conduct" perscrltjed by
the Dean, and should the house
membership fail to elect a chief
officer to whom they will be re-
sponsive, the College will reserve
the right, according to the state-
ment, to "designate (the house)
as 'off-limits' to students," in
effect closing the house.
TRINITY CAMPUS LAUNDRY
SPORT JACKETS
• One Day Ssreiee
« Ceinpteta laundry ami Dry OeaalRf Services
• Esfieit Tailoring
All But The Linen Service Will Be
Open On Saturday 9:30-1:00
SALE * SALE • SALE
BOOKSTORE SALE I ! I
Wednesday at 8:30 a.m.
50% or more off regular prices
Assorted Books, Glassware, Gifts,
Sweatshirts for Men and Children
and many other items drastically
reduced
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The calendar for 1967-68, con-
structed in accordance with di-
rectives of the Faculty, contains
Implications which I would be re-
miss were I not to call to the
attention of the student body of
Trinity College. These implica-
tions apply particularly to the new
arrangement of the first semester
but will probably In operation be
equally important throughout the
year.
The first semester of 14 weeks
which will end prior to the Christ-
mas holidays without a specially
designated final examination per-
iod can be regarded as an ex-
periment which will test the im-
portance and value of final ex-
amination periods. It is likely
that students will find, beginning
next September, that in many cour-
ses increased Importance will be
placed by members of the Faculty
on the writing of papers, on short
and often unannounced examina-
tions, and on class participation.
Steady attendance and preparation
will be assumed. Further, stu-
dents should recognize that two
opportunities to recoup losses will
be denied them. They will be de-
nied, first, the opportunity a va-
cation period has afforded to make
up for errors of postponement dur-
ing the previous weeks of the term.
Second, they will be denied the
opportunity afforded In the past by
longer final examinations to make
up errors of both omission and
commission during the term.
In view of all these I sincerely
counsel that students should expect
that weekends will have a new and
different importance. Weekends
will be the only times in the first
semester when students can expect
to give extended attention to their
study. Were I a student I would con-
sider very carefully the wisdom of
having an automobile, with its in-
evitable temptation to leave the
campus, especially during the first
semester. I would procrastinate
less In study. I would think long
and hard before cutting a class,
even on Saturday.
In exchange for this increased
pressure, pressure which I repeat
will probably continue during the
second semester because the pat-
tern will have been established In
the first, students will receive be-
tween semesters a vacation of
three and one-half weeks which
will be pure vacation. Near the
middle of the second semester
they will receive a vacation of
three weeks, long enough to ac-
commodate both the desire for re-
laxation and for extended atten-
tion to such projects as the writ-
Ing of theses and term papers.
In summary, the new calendar
was designed to assist students
CALENDAR FOR 1967-1968
Sept.
Sept.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec,
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
March
April
April
April
May 6
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
June
1
14
23
4
18 &
20
21
15
16-
17
22
9
1
12 &
15
16 .
18.-
20 -
21 i
23
i 19
i 13
22
i 22
27-29
30
31
2
3
Friday
Thursday
Thursday
Monday
Monday & Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Saturday
Monday
Friday & Saturday
Monday
Monday
Thursday
Saturday
Monday-Wednesday
967
Summer Term ends
Classes begin -- Christmas Term
Thanksgiving — a College holiday
Term Paper deadline
General Examinations - - Written
General Examinations -- Oral
Last day of classes In the Christmas Term
1968
Special Faculty Meeting
Registration for the Trinity Term
Classes begin - - Trinity Term
Washington's Birthday. Not a College holiday
Spring Vacation begins at 11:30 a.m.
Classes resume
Holidays
Classes resume
Term Paper deadline
Honors Day
Last day of classes in the Trinity Term
Review Days
Tuesday & Wednesday General Examination — Written
Thursday
Monday-Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Sunday
Final Examinations begin
General Examinations -- Oral
Final Examinations end. General Examination
announced results
Final Meeting of the Faculty
Commencement
In their learning by providing
clearly defined perods of time for
study broken at the most logical
times for periods of rest and ex-
tended study. The Faculty will
reasonably expect students to make
responsible judgments regarding
their use of time under this al-
tered schedule.
Albert C. Jacobs
President
New Curricular Changes Provide
Diversity in Fine Arts, Psychology
Anticipating occupancy of the
new Life-Sciences Building and
seeking improved use of the facil-
ities in the Austin Arts Center,
the Psychology and Fine Arts De-
partments have taken "a logical
step toward a more up-to-date cur-
riculum for the future," believed
Dean of the College, Kobert M.
•Vogel, He viewed the major alter-
ations In requirements for majors
in these departments as rendering
the College's curriculum more
workable, particularly in conjunc-
tion with the newly inaugurated
Honors Program for incoming
freshmen. Associate Dean of the
College, Thomas A. Smith, con-
curred with Vogel's estimation of
the potential effects of the cur-
ricular changes, stating that an
attractive facet is provided by the
broadening of choice In fulfilling
requirements and in the range of
electives.
Chairman of the Department of
the Arts, Jerrold Zlff, and Austin
Herschberger, associate pro-
fessor of psychology, agreed that
the changes would result in a lib-
eralization of their respective ma-
jors, as well as extending the range
of choices available to non- majors.
Both spokesmen attributed the ex-
pansion of facilities as the pre-
cipitant factor in the curricular
changes.
Herschberger felt that "a
stronger, more experimental
major" will be afforded by the
psychology department's expan-
sion of laboratory course offer-
ings from two to six. He noted
that three previously Independent
half-year courses have been con-
solidated into new courses, Psy-
chology 103 and 104; the first
section concerns Sensation and
Perception, while the second di-
vision concentrates on Motivation
and Learning. Herschberger com-
mented that the new courses will
serve "to reflect more accurately
what contemporary psychology is
all about." The new courses will
combine laboratory and lecture
sessions.
Psychology 103, 104, along with
Astronomy 101, 102, will satisfy
the College's laboratory science
by A. Rand Gordon
requirement; further information
will be outlined in the 1967-68 Col-
lege Catalogue concerning these
changes in basic requirement op-
tions. Smith pointed out that these
additional choices became neces-
sary considering the elimination of
the Geology Department and the
falling enrollment in the introduc-
tory chemistry offering.
Vogel regarded the new curric-
ular allowances as a progressive
step in the establishment of an
exciting and meaningful program in
a college area which has seen the
termination of the now obsolete
Pre-Medical major. Gerald R.
Marshall, registrar of the Col-
lege, affirmed his optimism about
the potential of the new program
and anxiously awaits its incep-
tion.
Ziff announced the most exten-
sive curricular changes for the
Arts Department in a statement
to the Faculty, enumerating the
revision in each of its majors de-
signed to better employ the Arts
Center's facilities, to enjoy the
advantages of an expanded facul-
ty, and to promote greater student
interest in the arts at the College.
In addition to revising its pre-
sent majors - studio art, art
history, and music - Ziff indicated
that he would like to have funds
made available to appoint an ad-
ditional faculty member for drama.
He predicted the designing of a
drama curriculum next year-with
the anticipated establishment of a
drama major by September 1968.
In the studio arts major, courses
215 and 216 have been added to
introduce sculpture to the College.
Several new 300 level courses will
allow gifted an* parttcttlarly in-
terested students to pursue certain
problems in greater depth. Zlff
revealed that "the wish of the de-
partment is to revise the major
so that it is truly a studio major."
The department dropped the one
course in music as well as one
of two courses in art history, re-,
placing them with two half courses
in studio art. The new major is
simultaneously shortened by one
requirement for the art, student,
and provided with greater latitude
for exploration in fields of con-
centration or in electives.
The essential change in the art
history major is the new "pass-
fall" option for majors In the two
half courses in studio art. Aside
from this innovation, the previous
full year requirement in music
has been waived in favor of two
half courses in art history. Zlff
specified that the department
"would like" its art history majors
to have some experience in the
study of various media, but it does
not wish to create a situation which
might unnecessarily penalize a
student lacking In the creative
skills called for in studio courses."
The music major has been re-
designed to strengthen Instruction
In music theory. The Department
of Arts has articulated in a state-
ment its Intention of requesting "a
basic change in the place of musi-
cal performances at the College.
We wish to permit two kinds of
participation in performance: one
on the present extra-curricular
basis and the other on a credit
basis (one half course credit
awarded for two semesters of par-
ticipation in group or solo study.)
The department • feels quite
strongly that the potential educa-
tion opportunities of such work is
not now being properly realized."
Though designed to liberalize
the Psychology and Fine Arts ma-
jors, the curriculum changes will
provide latitude in these areas for
non-major electives. In the De- *
partment of Psychology, the pre-
requisites for courses 203 through
206 have been eliminated. This
will allow non-majors to probe the
fields of developmental and social
psychology as well as to study the
psychology of personality and of
abnormal people without any prior
requirements.
Since Ziff will now recognize any
course through the 300 level as
satisfactory for the College's basic
requirement in Art History, it will
be possible for non-majors to enter
in greater depth the offerings of
the department while still fulfilling
their obligation to their own major
department. Such courses as Mo-
dern Art or Modern Architecture
will now be in the elective range of
the undergraduate.
First
Choice
Of The
Hngageabfes
« « S I S T E R E O
D l A M O N It h I N O )
They like the smart styling and
the guaranteed perfect center
diamond . . . a brilliant gem
of fine color and modern
cut. The name. Keepsake,
in your ring assures lifetime
satisfaction. .Select yours at
Riur Keepsake Jeweler's store,e's in the yellow pages d
"Jewelers."
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HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engage-
ment and Wedding" and new 12-page full color (older, both (or
only 25c. Also, send special oHer of beauWul 44-page Bride's Book.
Name.
Address. • . • • • • • ' ,
City.—__ ____ _ _ , ;
S t a t e ' ^ i p • . . . ; • .
KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13202
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EDITORIAL SECTION
MAY 2, 19K7
Acknowledgment
The formation of the Trinity Association of Negroes (TAN)
has caused many students to question and re-examine their re-
lationships with the Negroes on campus (see Letters column).
The questioning and re-examination of the Negro's status on
campus, in itself, is worthwhile. Trinity, predominantly middle
class, unconsciously often provides both an unfriendly and un-
responsive environment for most Negroes.
TAN offers an aid to Negro students in understanding his envi-
ronment and offers both the white and the Negro a sense of pre-
sence of the Negro heritage and its contingent responsibilities.
TAN promulgates a concept of the Negro which, for many whites,
is new. TAN seeks a "disclosure" and "acknowledgement" of
the fact of the black student. Through recognition of his black-
ness, the Negro looks for acceptance, not as a Negro assimi-
lating into a white man's world, but as a black man.
Recognition of the Negro's blackness and heritage as evinced
in the formation of TAN, should not preclude acceptance of the
Negro as an individual. Yet in attempting to clear the air of the
feeling of a "confrontation" which surrounds the concept of the
black man. TAN, in fact, may be precipitating precisely what
it«ought to avoid—a confrontation.
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LETTERS to the editor I
'Segregation'
Implicit in the formation of an exclusive group, is the concept
of separateness which, unless. properly justified by both word
and action, may engender in the community a sense of alienation.
TAN wishes to exclude whites from formal membership, while
permitting-and encouraging participation of whites in their acti-
vities, because they feel that there are certain problems which
are germane to the Negro-wh-K!iv-he~ak>ne_mU8t-.face.-Werecognize
as legitimate TAN's rationale for its exclusiveuess. We urge,
however, that Negro students be aware that this segregation if
exploited and used primarily for a political lever, may succeed,
not in. instilling a sense of acknowledgement and understanding,
but in establishing an atmosphere of group separateness and
, confrontation. '
'•;"•' We believe that TAN has the potential of being a valuable aid
to laOth Negroes and whites. The organization has the capability
of making college a better, and more meaningful experience for
the Negro student. In addition TAN provides a forum through
which to communicate the needs and aspirations of the Negro in
the college community. We hope that TAN will frequently commu-
nicate its views, to the college community through open.forums
or through 'the Senate, yet remain loose enough in its structure to
/avoid isolation from the student body.
To the Editor:
We are somewhat puzzled to
hear of the formation of the "Trin-
ity Association of Negroes", and
we have several questions that
we wish to ask:
1. What need is there to deal
with Negroes as a group at Trin-
ity College? We feel that it is
not an altogether bad thing for
the college to attempt to avoid
"dealing with the Negroes as a
group." If the administration were
to do so, would this not be some
form of discrimination? Would
there not also be a need to deal
with W.A.S.P.S., Jews, Catholics,
Orientals, ad infinltum, ad absur-
1um, ad nauseum -- as separate
groups? Is not an "association of
Negroes", for and by Negroes only,
a form of voluntary segregation?
Should the college be forced to
become "color-conscious"? Why
should the black students be con-
fronted merely because they are
black?
2. How does one " acknowledge"
the black student?
3. What does the "Trinity Asso-
ciation of Negroes" Intend to ac-
complish? What needs would such
an organization fulfill on the Trin-
ity campus? Since, as of this date
(April 28), no charter has been
presented, we can not see why
the purposes presented in the Tri-
pod last week necessitate an asso-
ciation including Negroes only.
This leads us to our last question:
4. Can we, the undersigned, join
T.A.N. as full-fledged members,
to learn, help organize, and "ex-
change ideas" in a "meaningful
dialogue"? Will non-Negro stu-
dents be admitted as full and equal
members?
Skip Bridges -69
^cott Johnson'69
P. Keely Costello '68
Bill Mason '69
"Individuals"
To the Editor;
Cultural freedom, as expressed
by the late Dr. Richard Weaver
of the University of Chicago* is
desireable in a free and com-
passionate society. Therefore, the
Trinity Association of Negroes
(TAN), so far as it educates those
of us who are Ignorant of Negro
culture and history in America,
Is a good thing. But I feel that
what might otherwise be a noble
effort is misdirected. Mr. Mi-
chael Williams, spokesman for
TAN, says that the College has
ignored the "Negroes as a group."
I feel that the College SHOULD
Ignore the Negroes as a group,
and look upon them as Individual
persons. I have several Negro
friends, but I do not regard them
as such: they are friends who just
happen to be Negroes, just as I
have friends who just happen to
be Irish, Jewish, Republican, and,
yes, even SDS.
When one looks at any group col-
lectively, he cannot help but come
to a different opinion as compared
to his looking at people as INDI-
VIDUALS. I only hope that TAN
does not backfire and segregate
the allegedly alienated Negro stu-
dent.
Wm. T. Barrante '68
"Exception"
To the Editor:
The students who planned and
carried out the symposium on
controlling social change in a de-
mocracy are to be warmly congrat-
ulated. It was the most exciting
weekend I can remember In over
two and one-half years at the
college.
Not only was the student lead-
ership exceptional, but the sup-
port of a large segment of the
college community was also heart-
ening. Certainly more events of
this kind (or events equally as
imaginative) would stimulate the
Intellectual. imagination and in-
crease the enthusiasm and there-
fore the potential for learning both
inside and outside the classroom.
Those in the administration who
supported this enterprise, however
reluctantly, are to be commended.
It is regrettable that the college
did not assume the kind of in-
tellectual leadership In this region
that it could have by widely pub-
licizing the event and making room
available for the many who would
have come from neighboring town
and colleges. Even so, the money
spent represented a recognition
of the kind of priorities for al-
locating resources that is com-
mendable. Trinity would be a much
more vital institution If such rec-
ognition were the rule rather than
the exception.
Albert Rabil, Jr .
"Total War"
To the Editor:
Mr. Sherwood's letter of the
18th raises several interesting
questions. One, for example, Im-
plicit in his discussion of the
bombing in the South, is what
constitutes a "civilian" area.
There are many extensive areas
of South Vietnam which are con-
trolled, more or less, by the
Viet Cong (the so-called NLF).
Patently, when troops of any na-
tion are occupying foreign terri-
tory, they will by nature tend to
gather in towns and other popu-
lated areas.
We live in an age of total war.
Long gone are the small profes-
sional armies whose engagements
were viewed as animated chess
games. Today's armies, or as
Communists themselves would
have it, people's armies are con-
script armies. Essential to the
malntance of such a large mil-
itary establishment is a much •
larger civilian labor establish-
ment, whose purpose is to supply
the basic goods to keep the mil-
itary in the field.
In the Germany of the last war,
with her heavily mechanized for-
ces, such a civilian establishment
would be represented by the Krupp
plant, the submarine yards of Wil-
helmshaven, and the aircraft fact-
ories. In the United States; such
establishments are comparable to
the Remington factories, the Elec-
tric Boat Division at Groton, and
MacDonnel. No one disputed, In
World War II, or disputes now,
that these are valid military tar-
gets because of their immense
supply value to the enemy.
This holds true for the highly
developed, technologically up-to-
(Continued on Page 7)
Shun the Fruminous Bandersnatch
by C. P.Hi
Tonight the construction plans
for a new $2.4 million College
Carnival Complex will be an-
nounced. This Complex has been
designed as a four-unit building
to be scenically situated on the re-
cently proposed site of the Ferris
freshman baseball diamond. Al-
though the loss of this valuable
area for athletics will be regret-
ted by the myriads of freshmen
baseball enthusiasts, it is felt that
the College's purposes would be
better served by devoting the
money and effort to a concrete
structure of student activity.
The Carnival Complex, it is
hoped, will Increase student and
faculty merry-making by at least
100%. Indeed, as part of the total
educational experience of the un-
dergraduate, the Complex will be
amply endowed with facilities for
the felicitous facilitation of leisure
time activities. All that time, that
Is, which is not going to be spent
in the new athletics center, or
spent sleeping and eating.
An eloquent advocate of the 20th
century has said of the new educa-
tional edifice, "For the first time,
•/It) will enable us to make this
concept (of the educational exper-"
ience) a complete reality."
The buildings of the Complex
will provide space for all extra-
curricular (that is, all) student
activities. For the young campus
radicals, reactionaries, and rebels
with dubious causes, there will be
a steam room, weight room, and
twelve squash courts to enable
non-athletically- inclined misfits
to try to obtain a reasonable de-
gree of muscularity and trim
nimbleness — all within keeping
of the College' athletic require-
ments.
The political forum's wants will
be satisfied by the areans alloted
it in the new buildings. Dexter,
the Trinity right wing, will have
a riftle range (Including sniper's
space),( a flagelation chamber, the
" Bomb" shelter, and a propaganda
patio on which to stage reenact-
ments of the Salem witch trials
and other performances with con-
servatively happy endings. The
SDS will find a rally room par-
ticularly well suited to their needs,
with a poster pantry, demogoguery
den, and 2 1/2 baths. In the plans
for visiting radicals, there is a
hunger-strike kitchen and demon-
stration mens' room. The leftout
will also have, in the basement,
ban-the-bomb bidets.
The foyer of the smallest build-
ing in the Complex will be called
the -Faculty Salary Memorial
Room. To be paid for from the con-
tributions of faculty members
terminating their teaching con-
tracts at Trinity, this room will
oe dedicated to the ideal of the
small New England liberal arts
c o l l e g e . . : • . • • •
Student government will have
exceedingly fine accomodations.
There will be-a paneled Senate
Club Room for austere delibera-
tions, and a 2,500 seat circus ro-
tunda for Senate meetings and
similar gatherings. It Is not In-
conceivable that the Ringllng
Brothers might take advantage of
this area in years to com= and
combine with the Senate In enter-
tainment spectaculars.
The Medusa will have an occult
occupancy of their own in a court
room to be built in the style
of early 16th century Spanish To-
ledo. There will also be a snack
bar-discotheque run by members
of the Medusa for after-hours
party goers and their dates. Pro-
ceeds from this will furnish the
Student Government Building with
hot-air conditioning and portraits
of politically popular paranoids.
As the new athletics center is
desldned primarily for winter
sports, the Carnival Complex will
1
 be as well. Free from the confin-
ing limitations of snow and wlndi-
ness. TACT, the Trinity Associa-
tion for Continual Tactlessness,
will find ample agitation area. It
is noteworthy that this area could
double as the Protesting Profes-
sors ' Planning Parlor. All faculty
memorandums to the President
of the United States could be
written here.
In reference to the construction
Plans for the Complex, the Di-
rector of Athletic Admissions said,
"It's the last thing we need: the
preverts'll scare away from my
Pushup Emporium the Intellectu-
ally clean-cut, all-American,
young Christian athletes."
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date countries. But what happens In
the case of a nation which Is not
highly mechanized, whose military
establishments do not depend on To the Editor:
elaborate weapons systems or mo-
tor transport? What then Is their
point of comparable military val-
ue?
Way Out"
Primarily, food and cover. And
so the problem revolves around
how to best eliminate these two
strategic necessities. The des-
truction of cover ("remember, only
you can prevent a forest") is a
vastly complex one, with many
implications possibly farther
reaching than any others of this
war, save possibly, that of wheth-
er Vietnam will be free.
Food is, though, entirely an-
other matter. In order to be ef-
fectively collected for distribu-
tion, it must be brought to the lo-
cal village, and the surplus stored
there.
Since food is one of the basic
requirements of the North Viet-
namese army, in the way vehicles
and fuel are to the U.S. Army,
there can be no rational objec-
tion to a determined effort to
destroy this collected food.
The motivating drive of any
military force is that if they act
with unnecessary violence towards
civilians, they face courtmartial.
One lias only to IOOK at the news-
papers to see this.
Further, before any request for
an air strike by a forward air
observer is granted, the district
chief must certify that the vllllage
or area denoted is under Com-
munist Control.
So, unless one Is hopelessly
ensnared with a false prototype
of the American Officer, one can
but logically assume that each
time a village Is bombed, it is
done only because it is neces-
,^ ary, anel not because of any spe-
" clal malice towards the inhabi-
tants or because of "Irresponsi-
ble" orders,
Bruce Wallace '70
Citizen
In the recent past Trinity has
felt the effects of a student body
whose interests seemingly have
become more diversified every
year. New clubs, Interest groups,
and organizations have sprung up
in many of the areas of student
awareness. Even the curriculum
has come under close scrutiny and
the cry has been raised for the
establishment of new departments
and the expansion of the old. Ad-
mittedly such processes are gla-
cially slow, and students neces-
sarily become discouraged and
apathetic. Yet a source of Inter-
esting and unusual (not usual, or
anywhere near it, for Trinity,
that is) courses has remained
virtually untapped. I speak of that
"distinguished graduate institu-
tion", The Hartford Seminary
Foundation, with which Trinity
" maintains a cooperative relation-
ship" -- In fact, so strong are
the bonds of this relationship that
The Office of the Registrar added
the Seminary's catalog to Its li-
brary just last week, after dis-
covering that there was such a
place.
Now there are those who will
say that all this is trivial or "way-
out", but the apparent student con-
cern over certain course offerings
would seem to dictate that a num-
ber of students would be interested
in taking courses concerning sys-
tems of sociology, sociological
thought and Christian ethics, the
sociology of religion, archeology
of the Near East, the history and
culture of the ancient Near East,
the religious history of India, Sub-
fiaharan African cultures, and
more -- all established courses
at the Seminary.
I think; that if the administra-
tion sincerely desires to engender
the "deepest Involvement" of the
student body, their foremost duty
at the least is to inform us fully
of the educational (and other) op-
portunities open to us,
Bob Pearson '70
(Editor's Note-We print. TAN's
organizational statement, pre-
sented at a press conference
on April 19, in an attempt to
clarify the group's founding
precepts. TAN received offi-
cial recognition from the Se-
nate at the Sunday meeting.)
This evening we are privileged
to announce the formation of an
organization of black students of
Trinity College: T.A.N. - Trin-
ity Association of Negroes. Out
of deference to that element of
the college which would feel threat-
ened or endangered by the use
of other words we have chosen
this acronym to serve as a sum-
mary statement of our attitudes
and activities. Our basic goal may
be seen as the achievement and
extension of awareness; awareness
of our heritage, awareness of our
responsibility, awareness of our
capabilities as black students. Our
membership will be open to any
and all Negro students at Trinity
and will be rooted in the spirit
of mutual cooperation and shared
commitment.
At this time there are thirteen
Negro students on campus, each of
whom has pledged support of such
an organization. That we have
chosen to use "Trinity" in the title
of our group reflects the fact that
we do not intend to dissociate
or isolate ourselves from the re-
mainder of the college community.
It is an Interesting fact that from
the date of our arrivals on cam-
pus we have constituted a group
by virtue of our skin color - a
group which the college has at-
tempted to avoid dealing with;
has, as it were, Isolated and dis-
sociated itself from. Perhaps this
has been because the college has
feared that communication with
such a GROUP would be a true
CONFRONTATION., When we re-
alize that here, tonight, we maybe
Negro, but we may not be Black,
We feel there is definite need for
a DISCLOSURE and ACKNOW-
LEDGEMENT of the fact of the
black student at Trinity. Only after
this has been the achieved will
the fear of confrontation be aban-
doned and the air cleared for
fruitful dialogue.
As Negro students we recognize
the fact of the black man In his-
tory; and we see this as a sig-
nificant part of our heritages. We,
there, feel It appropriate that we
investigate the achievements, the
mistakes, the objectives and ad-
vances of the black people. We
further recognize that as black
colleglates we have the opportunity
to prepare ourselves for leader-
ship roles which might serve to
direct the picture course of that
heritage.; It is important that we
examine the nature of that leader-
ship and vital that we be cogni-
zant of its implications. Negro stu-
dents on other campuses in New
England and along the East Coast
are also Involved In such Investi-
gations; and we hope to exchange
ideas with them, our own student
body, and the surrounding com-
munity.
Some of the projects which we
hope to consider and Initiate in
the coming month and fall term
Include: meetings with the leaders
of the Negro community; reading
and exhibitions of the works of
Negro writers and artists; re-
cruiting of Negro students and wel-
coming of Incoming freshmen; es-
tablishment of a library which will
provide Information by and about
black peoples; increased partici-
pation in civil rights activities.
As you see our activities will be
geared toward self education and
education of the campus at large.
Wesleyan Students Ask
End to Parietal Hours
In a poll conducted last week
by their College Body Commit-
tee, 87% of the Wesleyan Student
Body voted to abolish specific
parietal hours as stated in the
Community Code. Parietal hours
would be replaced by a "more spe-
cific" code of gentlemanly con-
duct to be drawn up by the Col-
lege Body Committee.
Before passage, the gentlemanly
code of conduct would have to be •
amended to the Community Code
by the Student Affairs Committee,
and, ultimately, the President of
the College and the Board of
Trustees would have to approve
the new code. The Wesleyan pres-
ident has declined to take a stand
In the matter until June 1. How
the trustees will act Is uncertain,
according to the College Body
Committee.
Reform of the parietals sys-
tem was precipitated'-several
weeks ago when a Wesleyan stu-
dent stayed two nights in a dorm-
itory with his date. The Student
Judiciary Board then ruled that
the student was not guilty of a
parietal hours violation as out-
lined in the rationale of the 'Com-
IS THE HUAC UN-AMERICAN?
by Alan S. Winter
The House Committee on Un-
American Activities is un-Amer-
ican. In 1057 in the Watklns Case
the Supreme Court defined the
limits of the Congressional power
to conduct investigations; Con-
gressional power "encompasses
inquiries concerning the adminis-
tration of existing laws as well
a s
 proposed or possibly needed
statutes, it Includes surveys of
defects in our social, economic
or political system for the pur-
poses of enabling Congress to
remedy this ...There is no gen-
eral authority to expose the pri-
vate affairs of Individual without
Justification in terms of the func-
tions of the Congress." Thus Con-
gress has no power to expose and
punish.
Before th\ Watklns case, how-
ever, some members of the Com-
mittee were reported to have fav-
ored exposure for the sake of ex-
posure. Since then, the Commit-
tee members have avoided such
statements. The procedures of the
Committee, nevertheless, have not
changed to any significant degree,
individuals are often questioned
aoout their activities of thirty
years
 p a st . Each year HUAC
spends over $300,000 to conduct
»s inquiries. However, from 1957
t01965 the Committee presented
only two bills that became law
wne which was a minor correc-
"°n to an earlier law). Clearly,
under the Watklns decision, the
L(
"nmittee operates in violation01
 'he Constitution.
Exposure by HUAC often
to punishment. Article
Views Left and Right
1 section 9 of the Constitution,
the Bill of Rights, and subsequent
court decisions make it quite plain
that only the courts can punish
and then only after due process
of the law. Shortly after HUAC
was formed, however, three fed-
eral employees were barred from
collecting their salaries because
it felt that the activities of these
workers were subversive. The
Supreme Court, however, in U.S.
vs. Lovett held the action void
as a bill of attainder. Although
today one might not be forcefully
confined, he risks loss of job and
reputation after Congressional ex-
posure.
One last point needs consider-
ation. The Freedom of speech, as-
sembly and press are protected
under the Bill of Rights. That
means that dissemination of in-
formation, unpatriotic as it may
be, is likewise protected. Further-
more, the label "un-American" is
vague, misleading and dangerous.
Under such a misnomer may be
placed such activities as draft
card burning, picketing against
government policies, expounding
socialistic philosophies, or. wire-
tapping. If so, the activities of
the FBI, CIA as well as of HUAC
would be in question. Proof of
the existence of an American ideal
lay not in the documentation of
such principles but in the applica-
tion and relevance of that idealism
to our daily Intercourse. Let us
start, therefore, by ABOLISHING
HUAC.
by Wm. T. Barrante
There Is much concern today
in "liberal" circles about the House
Committee on Un-American Activ-
ities, Its opponents call it an un-
constitutional violation of the
rights of freedom of speech, free-
dom of opinion, and privacy. The
Committee, Its critics say, Is
used to "punish" by "exposure"
to public opinion those elements
which are "unattractive."
My biggest qualm about the Com-
mittee is its name. It should more
correctly be called the Committee
on SUBVERSIVE Activities, with
" subversive" defined as advocating
or attempting the overthrow of the
government by unconstitutional
means. The word "un-American"
has connotations which tend to lead
both the Committee and its critics
astray, Is it un-American to buy
a Volkswagen? Is it un-American
to say "bonjour" to your French
professor? The Committee should
NOT be concerned with exposing
persons who are "unattractive,"
unless they are also SUBVERSIVE,
It is on this ground that I de-
fend the Committee's existence.
As to "exposing" Communists,
all I can say is that if there
are Communists, or a Commun-
ist movement, in this country, I,
as a private citizen, would like
to know about it. This applies
also to the Minutemen, the Casa
Nostra, or any other dangerous
group.
As a libertarian, I believe that
any individual or group, including
Communists, should be allowed to
express its opinion, hand out prop-
aganda, and even run for office.
But no group should be allowed
to work under cover either for a
foreign government or to over-
throw the government from with-
in.
The Committee cannot by law
violate the rights of a witness,
since those "rights" are rights
only in a court of law. The Com-
mittee is, however, sometimes
abusive, and should not be ex-
cused for this. But as far as the
purpose of the Committee Is to
expose Communists, then I give
it my qualified support.
When a person pleads the Fifth
Amendment, he should be prepared
to take the consequences for doing
so. Such a person naturally casts
doubt upon his position. If every
Christian, when asked by Caligula
whether he was a Christian, had
said, "I refuse to answer on the
grounds that I might incriminate
myself," organized Christianity
would not have outlived the Roman
Empire. A person should not be
embarrassed to belong to an organ-
ization which stands for what he
believes, whether lt> be the Com-
munists or the Prohibitionists (or
even the Conservatives).
I agree ^hat the Committee may
have overstepped its constituted
bounds, and efforts should be made
.to concentrate Its attack on sub-
versive, rather than "un-Amer-
ican" activities. But you do not
remove a tumor by killing the per-
son who has it, .
munlty Code. Dean of the College
Stanley J. Idzerda challenged the
Board's decision and a full re-
view of the parietal regulations
was on.
In eliminating parietal hours
John Barlow of the College Body
Committee stated, "We do not wantjust to abolish parietal hours,
we are also asking students to
take on a greater communal re-
sponsibility." Eric Blumenson of
the same committee urged thatthe
new definition be based on the Idea
of "the respect for the rights of
others and the exercise of good
taste,"
In the past parietal hours vio-
lations have been fairly common,
according to William Beeman of
the College Body Committee. He
noted that the Student Judiciary
Board has not considered these
violations as serious offenses. He
added that often Wesleyan students
move out of their dormitory rooms
and put their dates up there to
save motel expenses. Beeman an-
ticipated that the statement of
gentlemanly conduct would call
for a more stringent definition
of gentlemanly conduct,
Idzerda was asked by the Wes-
leyan ARGUS about possible ad-
verse reactions from neighboring
women's colleges should Wesleyan
eliminate parietal restrictions. "I
would say that when we find a
code we want to live with, we will
enact it," he said, "and allow
others to react as they will."
Reaction to the prospect of elim-
inating parietal hours varied
among the faculty and administra-
tion. Idzerda stated that he felt
that a rationale was always pre-
ferable to a strict rule, but that
the rationale must be carefully
considered. Dean Robert Ezzeli
said that If Wesleyan students
honestly felt that the present sys-
. tern is a matter for civil dis-
obedience, then they should openly
flaunt the rule, turn themselves
in, and accept the consequences, of
their action. Ezzeli did not.say
if he favored elimination; of the
parietal hours ruling. ;,'
Two. unidentified faculty mem-
bers said that women should not
have unlimited use of the dor-
mitories as they were meant pri-
marily for study.
Edward J. Nell of the Economics
department strongly backed the
abolition of parietal hours. Nell
stated that since most Wesleyan
students do not require pro-
tection from "ravenous women"
whom they might entertain, the
only benefit of the current sys-
tem of specific hours would be to
protect women from ravenous
Wesmen. Nell concluded by saying
that if the parietal hours are
the only protection for young wo-
men, then her case is a fairly,
hopeless one anyway.
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Symposium Workshops.
(Continued from Page 1)
said that the speakers "never quite
spelled out who plans, or who is
planned." Don Michael, who was
scheduled to appear at the' Satur-
day afternoon program but can-
celled, would have suggested gov-
ernment working in conjunction
with business, according to Bat-
tis. Such an arrangement would
involve a concentration of power
and then emphasize the need to
assign top priority to man's free-
dom as an individual.
Dr. Albert Rabil, assistant pro-
fessor of religion contended that
it was of first importance to es-
tablish a human criterion to re-
place current economic criterion
for decision making. He said that,
in light of our economy of af-
fluence, the moral imperatives
upon us are different from those
of any previous situation. He point-
ed out that we are no longer faced
with economic question of whether
we can abolish poverty but with
the moral one of whether we will.
Rabll commented that "it Is mor-
ally imperative that we decide
that we will give people what they
need."
Lee warned that Americans
would have to be prepared to sa-
crifice industrial efficiency and
economic productivity for in-
creased participatory democracy,
which he termed a "halrbrained
scheme." Applying participatory
democracy to an economic sys-
tem, he said, would mean choosing
between freedom and wealth.
Rabil saw their failure to offer
solutions as an indication that there
are not enough intellectuals who
realize the urgency of the situa-
tion and that people are not build-
ing models and anticipating the fu-
ture. He defended the speakers in
saying that their task was to arouse
interest and get people to start
building the models.
The Religion professor pointed
out that Ferry's suggested consti-
tutional CQiweniion would, .put. the
question on "tricky ground." He
said that even the Bill of Rights
would be difficult to pass in such
a convention today. If such a con-
stitution were to be called, he pre-
dicted, it would be dominated by the
conservatives not the liberals.
Agreeing with the need to es-
tablish some control over tech-
nology, he said the question of who
should control did not require an
entirely subjective judgment.
Rabil held that the first step was
to decide if the analysis presented
by Ferry and Sellgman was cor-
rect. If it was, he said, even
to a limited degree, then there
could be no question but that it
was necessary to begin building
models and experimenting. One
who admits that' Ferry's analysis
was correct, he maintained, can
only agree that some action needs
to be taken.
In a conversation with Alan Kra-
mer '68, Ferry indicated that he
was reconsidering his stand on
calling a constitutional convention.
In his lecture at the Saturday
•afternoon program of the Sympo-
sium, he did not mention the pro-
posal specifically although it was
present in the written version of
the talk.
Kramer echoed the feelings of
SENATE
ELECTIONS
Petitions with seven signa-
tures for the offices of Junior
Class Marshall and the class
presidents must be submitted
to Box 24 by 4:00 p.m. Wed-
nesday, •
Preliminary elections will
be held the following day,
Thursday..
Final elections will occur
next Tuesday, May 9.
Ballot boxes will be in the
Mather Hall lobby' for both
elections.
Rabil and several faculty in stat-
ing that, although there were dis-
agreement on extent, it was dea r -
ly necessary to at least "put up
a makeshift wall." Long range
goals, such as political organiza-
tion and thoroughly reassessed
values, he said, could come only
after people were made aware of
the situation.
Kramer doubted that the three
or four percent revolutionary sup-
port talked of by Alinsky would be
sufficient to bring about the kind
of changes needed.
Short range goals, however,
could be achieved as Kramer saw
it. Working through existing po-
litical structures organizations
such as the Atomic Energy Com-
mission had achieved success, he
pointed out.
Rabil suggested that the guar-
anteed annual income could be
initiated without a constitutional
convention. He added however that
constitutional guarantees of annual
income would be helpful to pre-
vent political misuse, as suggested
by Robert Theobald.
History Department to Inaugurate
Junior Year Seminars for Majors
The Faculty Curriculum Com-
mittee has recently approved a
Junior Year Seminar Program in
history effective next year. The
History Department will offer each
junior majoring in history one
semester of a concentrated study
seminar.
The purpose of the program is
" to prepare the student more effec-
tively in the historical discipline by
providing a concentrated exposure
to selected topics in history,"
stated Assistant Professor Edward
Sloan's letter to the committee last
February.
Sloan acting chairman of the
history department, said that the
program has long been needed and
he hoped that with the new faculty
additions to the department expect-
ed in two years the program can
be administered to its full extent.
The seminars "provide a quali-
tative difference in the study of
history and extend the senior pro-
gram of concentrated study to the
junior year," Sloan noted. "With
the Increasing non-major enroll-
ment in the upper level history
courses, the program provides a
junior in the major the opportu-
nity of enrolling in a small class.
Therefore, he will no longer have
to wait until his senior year when
it may be too late for the pro-
gram ' s benefits to be appreciated,"
he added.
The department has planned six
new junior seminars for next year,
three offered per term. The three
in the Christmas Term will be:
"19th Century Imperialism" with
Assistant Professor Steele; "16th
Century Continental Europe" with
Assistant Professor Painter; and
"The United States in the Age
of Reform" with Chairman Sloan.
In the Trinity Term, the semi-
nars will be: "18th Century Eng-
land, with Professor Cooper;
"The United States and the First
World War" with Professor
Thompson; and "Pre-Soviet Ru-
ssian Foreign Policy" with Assist-
ant Professor Netting. The ins-
Dr. Edward Sloan
tructors have .agreed upon a li-
mit of 11 juniors per seminar.
Sloan has advised juniors in the
major to vary their seminar se-
lections during their last two
years. He felt that this diversity
would give the students a better
conception of history as a whole
and will also furnish them with
a wider scope of specific know-
ledge.
Summervacationitis.
(How to spot and get rid of)
Fluorescent fade-out. — .
That's from being cooped up all winter.
What you need for that sallow pallor
is some sunshine Vitamin P. There's a
whole lot of it available at Sunset
Beach in Acapulco.
The good books.
They have the possibility of being
good symptoms. That's if you
seek summer scholastics. Say in
Mexico City. Or Acapulco.
Pallid peepers.
There's no sparkle in those baby-blue
eyes. It's been knocked out by all those
exams. Get that vitality back. See what
good is still left in the world. Go to
Expo 67, Montreal.
Lip lingo.
They're letters from good buddies
away for the summer. The best
way to avoid them is not to be
there when they arrive. Be in
Puerto Rico instead.
Racquet squad.
That's the tennis team in your
neighborhood during the summer.
You'd find snorkeling or scuba diving
in the Bahamas would make playing
tennis seem like last summer's
bad sport.
College fatigues.
That'sthe uniform you wore all semester
Get rid of those o.d.'s (olive drabs).
Break out the white levis. And throw on
a colorful Mexican serape.
BLT Down.
That's all you've known summer
after summer. A change of palate
would do you good. In Bermuda a
few savory morsels of Hopping John
with a sauce of Paw-Paw Montespan
usually does the trick.
We want everyone to fly
Note: If symptoms get worse, see your travel agent or call Eastern.
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Life Sciences Building Nears Completion Date
<}•
DECEMBER 1, 1967 is the deadline now slated for the official opening of the
Life Sciences Building; construction completion is expected in September! E.P.
, Harrison, director of construction and purchasing, is confident that this dead-
line wi l l be met. "We are allowing for an orderly transition from Boardman
Saturday Class Abolition
Topic of Campus Survey
Precept.
Harrison added that construction on the new College maintenance building
on New Britain Avenue has been underway for a few weeks and that construc-
tion on the new "highrise" dorm was scheduled to begin yesterday.
- (TCVA Photo)
SDS Forum Defines
i The Senate is presently study-
, Ing the often debated Issue of
.^ eliminating Saturday classes.| "This year, however, there may be| some definite results," noted David
I Boruj- '68, chairman of the Senate
' ""cifics Committee. The com-
mittee has reviewed the survey that
was taken by the Student Affairs
Committee In April 1966. This
survey was conducted In response
to the Faculty's widespread| support of the elimination of Sat-
urday classes after their meet-
ing on April 11.
The Student Affairs Committee
then assigned a sub-committee
headed by Assistant Professor of
WiekNamed
|Class Agent
The Executive Committee of the
/Alumni Fund has announced the
'appointment of Calhoun W. Wick as
SHead Class Agent for the Class of
/ 1967. He will be aided In his duties
by Associate Agents; Edward B.
: Hutton, Jr., Alexander Levi, and
' John R. O'Neal. Irr addition the
! following Assistant Agents were
i named: William Block, Jr., Robert
< E. Brickley, Horace J. Caulklns,
] Jr-. John E. Dombroskl, David
' Dowries, William E. Eckert, Jef-
:"P*y J. Fox, William P. Getty,
; 'jll, David D. Halght, Penn Hughes,
•' Lynn M. Kirkby, Charles Kurz.II,
I Jatnes H. Oliver, Nicholas R.
; °rem, Richard W. Rath, Jr., G.
! 'heodore Ruckert, IV, Geoffrey A.
'; Sawyer, jr., George R. Sommer,Jr; Michael A. Weinberg, Geof-
; ?"ey J. White, and Kenneth K.
; bright.
The class agent is primarily re-
sponsible for soliciting the Alumni
*und, and his Associate and
4/if s l s t a n t Agents help coordinate
l |he clas d t d k I4/
IJ ° f
i
g p
class donations and keep In
with as many of the members
the class as possible. The
ant agents will correspond
about 12 classmates and keep
em informed on class activities
ancl progress In the Alumni Fund.
Physical Education Chester Mc-
Phee to prepare a report on the
problem.
Mr. McPhee's committee first
checked with the registrar, to
determine whether such an ar-
rangement was mechanically feas-
ible. The Registrar, then Thomas
A. Smith, stated positively that
scheduling was not a grave pro-
blem and should not influence the
decision.
The faculty" was then polled by
McPhee, with the following < re-
sults: 40 faculty members, or 62%
of those returning the question-
naires, favored the elimination of
Saturday classes; another 12 mem-
bers, or 18% were conditionally
favorable, producing a total of
80%'in favor of the proposed elim-
ination.
The student body was then pol-
led, with somewhat less satisfying
results. Of the 140 questionnaires
sent out, only thirty were returned.
Of these, 23, or 76%, of the stu-
dents who returned the question-
naires, were favorable toward the
proposed change. This, however,
was not an accurate representation
of student feeling on the matter.
Other colleges, similar in stand-
Ing to Trinity, were then polled.
Eight schools, or 73%" of those
polled, were revealed to schedule
Saturday classes, ' while three
schools, or 27%, did not.
Mr. Gerald A. Marshall, Regis-
trar of the College reported that
he felt "there will be a price paid
for the elimination of Saturday
classes. Classes will have to start
earlier In the morning and end
later in the afternoon. The stu-
dents' choice of courses may be
hindered by conflicts."
Marshall commented that "the
student, academically speaking,
may well be In a better position
with a 5-1/2 day week, but there
are other factors about school
equally as important as intel-
lectual development, so a case
may be made for a five day week.
The price we have to pay for a five
day week may be too high,
however."
(Continued from Page 1)
they fit In," and are so cautious
and concerned about how others
view them that they often do not
reveal their full selves.
The Senate set up a commit-
tee of three to aid the Dean in
organization of the preceptorial
\ program.- Heath plans to send let-
' ters to incoming freshmen ex-
plaining the preceptorial concept.
He anticipates that as much as
one-half of the class of 1971 will
want to participate.
Heath conceives the preceptor-
ial system as somewhat analogous
and complementary to the Junior
Adviser system. However, the pre-
cept program would bringstudents
together from different parts of
campus and would not be obli-
gatory. The Dean and the Senate
committee will select from 25 to
30 rising seniors to serve as
preceptorial leaders. Precept
leaders, Heath explained, 'must
have demonstrated their leader-
ship abilities and must be willing
.to sacrifice several hours to the
project each week.
Following the endorsement of
Heath's proposal the Senate heard
Seitchlk's plea for a permanent
symposium committee. Seitchik
noted the excellent reception of the
recent symposium and explained
that the total cost for the event
came to less than $8,000. He sug-
gested that the permanent commit-
tee would be open to all interest-
ed students. He urged that the plan-
ning committee form immediately
as a year's preparation is required
to schedule leading experts in any
field,
Additionally, Seitchik encour-
aged the possibility of staging reg-
ular intracollege symposia. These
symposia would bring together stu-
dents, faculty, andadmlnistratlon
to discuss current campus issues.
Through symposia, Seitchik main-
tained, all bodies of the College
could communicate directly, in-
stead of through rumor.
Seitchik emphasized the intel-
lectual excitement that ts gener-
ated by symposia. He felt that .
frequent symposia would encour-
age students to remain at the Col-
lege during the weekend. Following
some discussion Seitchlk's pro-
posal was referred to the Senate
lecture committee for investiga- .
tion. The committee will deter-
mine the feasibility and desira-
bllty of future symposia.
Organization's' Goals
"I don't like America because It
teaches people to distrust them-
selves," stated Nick Egleson, na-
tional president of Students for a
Democratic' Society in last Wed-
nesday's forum on the nature and
. purpose, of ,that .organization. On.
all levels' of society, he contended,
people are prevented from taking
action to make things better for
themselves because they are con-
vinced that they are not capable
of making decisions on their own.
Egleson spoke of the dichotomy
in American life between the uni-
versal and individual levels. He.
found it distressing that people
fault themselves rather than the
system when things arewrongwith
their lives. He felt that In many
situations people should rightly
question the system but do not do
so because of an ingraned self-
distrust.
James Kaplan, '68, past pres-
ident of the College S.D.S. Chapter
pointed out that the spirit that
moves the New Left Is a spirit
of questioning and challenging au-
thority because It Is authority,
because it has the power to move
people's lives. He expressed en-
couragement at what he saw as a
tendency-In the College community
to stop "apologizing for a very
tyrannical administration" and
start thinking for oneself.
"Simplicity and complexity" was
the topic of assistant professor of
English, James W. Gardner's talk.
He praised the S.D.S. for operating
under the "healthy assumption"
that much can be reduced to sim-
plicity, while recognizing the com-
plexities of thought necessary to
arrive at* simple yes or no de-
cisions on Issues.
Kaplan, who delivered the in-
troductory address at the forum
said that authority, centralization
of power, and loss of control by
people over their own lives are the
fundamental concerns of S.D.S.
He called the Trinity , education
"immasculated, Insipid, and
"sterile" and submitted that the
College should teach people how to
function In a democracy by encour-
aging them to challenge and ques-
tion authority.
Kaplan pointed out the similar-
ities In today's power sttructure
to the feudal contract of the middle
ages where the people pledged loy-
alty and obedience to the lord in
return for his protection. Today,
he said, people allow the "petty
autocrats" to make decisions for
them without questioning due to
the feudal mentality which encour-
ages blind loyalty. This situation
Is a Kind of "disguised Social
Darwinism;" which he attackediof
assuming that people who don't
make the grade In the system are
failures as human beings. The
modern "lords" have renounced
their debts to the "serfs" while
continuing to demand obedience to
them.
The vision of the New Left,
according to Kaplan, Is a vision
of Institutions run by representa-
tives of the people concerned with
those institutions. He saw it as a
vision of a populous capable of
using the methods of controlling
those who represent them, and a
decentralized government in a so-
• clety which always places the In-
terests "of human beings in self-
fulfillment higher than efficiency
or stability.
Gardner, in his talk, expressed
belief that people tend to make
things too complex when much can
be reduced to a binary system of
yes or no. But he warned that on
the way to simple decisions a pro-
blem must be considered at every
level of subtlety and every range
of complexity.
Aside from the matters of sim-
plicity and complexity, Gardner
cited six particulars, three things
he likes and three things he dis-
likes about S.D.S.i Under "likes"
he cited the openess of the organi-
zation, the discussion of means and
ends, and the group's concern for
rapport among all component parts
of a community.
Under "dislikes" Gardner listed
the fault of reductiveness in S.D.S.,
which he said was a tendency to
reduce some Issues to black and
white. He felt also that the organi-
zation seems to encourage agres-
Slveness which may be destruc-
tive. He warned against the ten-
dency to find an enemy and then
find an Issue. Finally, Gardner
found fault with the "sexlessness"
of the student group. S.D.S. should
be interested In the human person-
ality in the bedroom as well as the
ballot-box; ;he said.
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Good Times...
(Continued from Page 2)
Scenes of the Hitler Youth Move-
ment, Hitler entering a city in a
cavalcade, with children lining the
streets, throwing flowers in his
path--later scenes of children
emaciated, missing eyes...limbs
...life.
The movie was followed by a
discussion' of the draft by a non-
cooperator. He has been touring
colleges with the film, showing it
to audiences with the intent of
breaking down barriers and making
individuals think about war. He
was entirely successful. He ex-
pressed pessimism at the likeli-
hood of any members of the
audience taking the steps that he
had; to wit, refusing to cooperate
with his draft board and thereby
risking Imprisonment, but he had
made his point. As one of the
speakers at the cocktail party
warned, "People who let wars
happen are also the only people
who can stop those same wars."
Campus Notes
Delta Kappa Epsilon
The Delta Kappa Epsilon chap-
ter at the College has recently elec-
ted the following officers for the
coming year: Christopher Mc-
Cruciden '68, president; William
Elliot '69, vice-president; Steven
Chawkins '69, secretary; John
Rice, alumni secretary; Keith Pin-
er '69, librarian-historian; .Wil-
liam Koch '69, house manager;
Michael Raptakis '69, chaplin; and
James Olivetti '69, IFC alternate.
Senate
The Senate requests that all
applications for membership to
the special subcommittee of the
Joint Committee on Educational
Policy be turned in to Box 174
by Thursday.
Pi Kappa Alpha
The College chapter of PI Kappa
Alpha has recently elected the
following officers: Glenn Kersteen
•68, president; William Boysen
'68, vice-president; Earl Millard
'69, secretary; Brian Winter '69,
sergeant-at-arms; Sanford Rosen-
berg '68, IFC representative; and
Gary Kersteen '68, steward.
PKA Speaker
The PI Kappa Alpha chapter will
sponsor Secretary of State Ella
T. Grasso at its annual Founders'
Day Celebration tonight at 8:30
p.m. In The Washington Room.
Her address, "New Connecticut
State Constitution," will be open
to students and the public.
Summer Rooms
Students who will not be enrolled
In summer school, desiring to
room on campus during the period
beginning June 5 and ending Sep-
tember 2 are required to obtain
the approval of the Assistant Dean
of Students.
Glee Club
The College Glee Club will per-
form the 'Rejoice' Mass at St.
James Episcopal Church In Farm-
lngton, on Thursday, May 4 at
8:15 p.m.
The Glee Club will terminate
its season with a celebration con-
cert of Its 95th anniversary in
the Austin Arts Center on May 16.
Jesters
The Jesters have recently-^, j
elected the following officers for ]
next year: William Bartman '68,
president; David Chanin '68, vice-
president; Hugh Eldej? '70, trea-
surer; David Dennard '70, sec-
retary; and Charles Rumsey '69,
publicity manager.
Gov't Lecture
There will be a panel discussion
of "The Public Interest and the
Relation of Government" tomor-
row at 5 p.m. in the Austin Arts
Center. The panel will include
Charles Morse of the Hartford
Courant; Richard Noyes, manager
of the Hartford County Manufac-
turers Association; andEliFreed-
man, city manager of Hartford.
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worries?
End them all
by selling Ice
Cream this summer from a prol-
,improven mobile ice cream
|racK, Vgu're j)n youf ovjo witti
alwmj»l«te tpney-mafcinj pro-
grain.
F<rr furi(ift> informbhon or
MANLiy COLONIAL
'Ui ,V«»M(, onrf.Sor...
Aa.s®«fi ss y»« g«t yeur iota call
M O T E L •
N S W t N Q T O N . C O N N t C T I C U T
Catering To Hi® Trinity M««
coll 666-330?
St GrandaHl
Auto Bddy R®pdir
QtMff/ty workmanship
«f a rao»ona6/e price.
in St.
Coll 522-9072
THE ALL N1W
WASHINGTON DINER, he
Newest and Finest jn New England
ORANGE JUICE
2 Eggs
Hash Brown Potatoes
Toast, Coffee
65e
ORANGE JUICE
Ham, Bacon or Sausage
2 Eggs, Potatoes, Toast
Coffee
99c
f. BREADED VEAL CUTLET WITH SPAGHETTI 1.40
2. HALF ROAST SPRING CHICKENS 1.55
3. SPAGHETTI AND MEAT BALLS .95
4. ROAST STUFFED NATIVE TURKEY 1.55
5. OPEN HOT ROAST BEEF OR HAM SANDWICH 1.25
6. BROILED PORK CHOPS, APPLE SAUCE 1.55
FOR 750 MORE — SHRIMP COCKTAIL, SOUP, DESSERT,
CHEF'S SALAD AND COFFEE SERVED WITH ABOVE
17S WASHINGTON STRIET, NEAR PARK
Can beer
be too cold?
Maybe we shouldn't care how
cold people drink beer . . . just
so they drink ours. (After all,
\ we're in business!)
But we do care. We go to
such fuss and expense brewing all that
taste into Budweiser, we want our cus-
tomers to get it all out. And this is a
fact: chilling beer to near-freezing tem-
peratures hides both taste and aroma.
40° is just right.
To make it easy for you, we've asked
all the bartenders to serve Bud® at 40°.
Also, every refrigerator is designed to
cool Bud at 40°.
Of course, if you're on a picnic or
something and the Bud's on ice ,and
nobody brought a thermometer . . . oh,
well. Things can't always be perfect.
Budweiser.
KING OF BEERS •• ANHEUSER-BUSCH. INC • ST LOUIS
NEWARK . LOS ANGELES • TAMPA • HOUSTON
' * } - ' - ' - r1 !< .r .
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Season Record Jumps to 4-1.
Track Passes Amherst^ Union
FLYING HIGH • Broad jum-
per Pete Schwaar displays
the form which has brought
him first place in many of
the meets this season. So far
! this year Schwaar's jump is
over 22 feet.
In what was probably the toughest
meet of the season, the Varsity
Track team pulled out a hair-
raising 76-64 victory over Ara-
herst on Tuesday. Three days
later, spurred on by the victory
over the Lord Jeffs, the Bantam
thlnclads again came out victors,
this time over a tough Union squad
by a 75-70 score.
In raising their season won-lost
record to four and one, the Trinity
trackmen turned In their best per-
formances of the season in both
the Union and Amherst meets. In
the week's competition, distance
runner Bill Shorten took top ho-
nors In the scoring column as he
, gained 20 points for the Bantams
\ by winning the one and two-mile
']' runs In both meets. In the Union
ret, Shortell and Mike Lestz
crossed the finish line holding
hands in tying for first place.
The Bantams also took first
Place in the 100 yard dash in
both meets. Against Union, Keith
Miles won with a ;10.4 time while
Doug Morril broke the tape at
10.3 seconds in the meet with
the Lord Jeffs. Runner Ted ZU-
mer won the 880 In both meets,
while one of the Bantams' most
consistent winners this season,
Mike Cancelliere, chucked over
48 feet against the Jeffs and the
Engineers to win 10 points for the
Bantams. Two weeks ago in the
meet against Middlebury, which
Trinity won 88-D2, Cancelliere
missed the school mark by only
one Inch as he threw 50' 7".
In the hurdle competition, Jesse
Brewer continued his winning man-
ner with two first place finishes
in the intermediate hurdles and
a victory in the highs against Union.
Brewer also came in second in the
Triple jump behind Pete Schwaar
who won this event at Union.
Another factor which led to the
victory at Union on Friday was
a Trinity sweep in the pole vault.
Fred Vyn came up with a jump
of 13 feet while Roger Knight and
John Stltes were close behind withjumps of 12'6". Against Amherst,
Morril and Shortell proved to be
the blgwinners as Morril not only
won the 100 but also the 220 yard
dash in 22 seconds.
At the meet with Union, Engineer
John Slingluff broke the school
mark In the discus, throwing
154' 2 1/2".
Varsity coach Karl Kurth was
very pleased with the team's 4-1
mark so far this season and has
high hopes for completing the sea-
son undefeated. The thlnclads will
have their next chance for victory
in a dual meet with Coast Guard
on Saturday.
In Freshman competition, the
Bantams were not as fortunate as
the Varsity as the Frosh dropped
a tough meet to Cheshire Academy
68-63. The meet was not decided
until the final event which was
the javelin and in which Cheshire
took a second pla.ce to clinch
the victory.
Trinity had two triple winners
Tom Kauffman captured both the
120 yard high hurdles (15.9)
and the 180 low hurdles (21.8)
besides coming in first in the
.high jump with a leap of 5'6".
The Bantams' Jim Tully was out-
standing in the field events as he
copped firsts In the shot put,
discus, and javelin for his sec-
ond "triple" of the season.
The next Freshman meet will
be tomorrow at home against the
always tough Amherst Frosh.
Hilton Hotel
Barber Shop
Mr. Blais
5 Barbers, 1 Barberette
The Modern Barber
Shop for Modern Men
Manager has attended
Hair Styling Conference
in Paris
Also by Appointment
Corner of Ford & Pearl
247-8386
BIG WINNERS for the Ban-
tams in the Union and Am-
herst meets were Ted Zilmer
and Mike Cancelliere. Above
Zilmer (left) edges out Barry
Lynch in the 880 against
Amherst, while below Can-
celliere throws the shot more
than 48 feet for one of his
first place finishes of the
season.
(Sample Photos)
VISIT!
FiisiiiLY §®i mm slip
at Maple Ava. & Broad Street
F«e#urlng ff»© Fmmt
In B&ndwiehm & lc« Gr®@m
BBG i iSP
50e
AWFUL AWFUL
36e
COLLEGE VIEW SERVICE
360 New Britain Av®,
(Just West of Summit St. Gat®)
Qfferktg Mobil Products
Cemplettt Automorivs SsrvJe®
Pf®« Pickup & D«Jtv««y S«rvte«
7 a.m. • 10 p.m. Weekdays » 8 a.m. - 10 p.m. Sundays
.249-3212
MARION'S
LUNCHEONETTE
Delicatessen - Catering
TO ALL OCCASIONS
Just Over The Rocks
243 Zion Street
Open Seven
Days a Week
527-9644
P. D. M.
GRINDER & P I Z Z A SHOP
"The brand new pizza
Shop at the corner of
New Britain and Broad"
FEATURING:
Home style Italian Pizza
(Made thick or thin to order)
Special JUMBO Grinders
527-9088
Delivery Service
Huge discounts
with the
International
Student ID Card
Air travel throughout Europe, Israel
at 60% less. Same huge savings on
accommodations, admissions, etc.
The ID Card is a must for every.
traveling student, ,
The Official Student Guide
to Europe
Lists student hotels, restaurants,
discounts, local tours, and complete
routes, schedules, prices of student
flights, trains, etc. An essential com-
panion to the ID Card. $1.95
Also
4-Day $31 Expo '67 Tour
Includes 4 nights' accommodation, 4
breakfasts, 3 Expo passes, a French
dinner, and s ightsee ing tour of
Montreal.
U.S. National Student Assn., Dept. CP
265 Madison Are., N.Y., N. Y. 10016
Please send info on ID Ctri • The
Official Guide (payment enclosed) •
Details on Expo '67. D
Name-
City, -S ta te .
USNSA is non-profit for students.
ColSoge.
(Continued from Page. 2)
that sparkling word, "money," but
one wonders whether it wouldn't
be more valuable for the campus
to have a publication involving
more creative writing and a color-
less cover.
The logical solution would in-
volve a publication which would
not sacrifice quality for quantity,
but also would not sacrifice writing
which deserves to be read-tor the
nebulous concept of " aesthetic ap-
peal."
Yet many very positive things
can be §aid for COLLAGE. It was
originated and organized by stu-
dents. The staff^is now accepting
entries for next year's first issue.
These are pluses, and Initiative al-
ways deserves recognition. A real-
ization that Trinity DOES need
this type of magazine has been long
required; still much needs im-
provement. The future will hope-
fully show these considerations;
however, student support is neces-
sary. So get in there and pitch,
kids.
Did I buy my copy? How much
did you say? Twenty-five cents?
You pay yonr money and you take
your chance.
MANY FINE TEACHING
AND ADMINISTRATIVE
POSITIONS AVAILABLE
0
Public, Private and College
Register now for early placement
9
The Cary Teachers' Agency
Of Hartford, Conn.
49 Peari St., Office 711
Tel. (203) 525-2133
Member: National Association of
Teachers' Agencies
Happy, Happy,
Happening!
Hold a class party or
dance aboard the Dolly
Madison. It'll be the hap-
piest ever!
For charter information
and reservations
phone
246-4432
Doily Madison
159 Wethersfteld Ave.
Hartford, Conn. 06114
Lacrosse Smashes Nichols 15-3;
Slumps Against Tufts' Squad 5-4
THE TRINITY TRIPOD
Varsity Golfers
Split TrirMeets;
Wes Wins 4-3
by Glenn Gazley
in two triangular golf matches
this past week, Trinity's Varsity
Golf team beat the University of
Hartford and Middlebury while
losing to the University of Rhode
Island and Wesleyan.
Tuesday at Rockledge Country,
Club, Trinity beat a weak Hart-
ford squad 7-0, and lost to a
fairlv strong Rhode Island team
5-2 Playing in the number one
 TAKING THE NET - Bob Loeb is preparing to send a deep
uosition for Trinity, Captain Rick
 s h o t a g o i n s t his West Point opponent as he moves in towards
ftultz easily defeated his Har -
 h ne(_ p h o t o )
ford counterpart 6 and 5. Rick's
Rhode Island opponent fired a one
under par 35 to beat Rick 2-1.
In the number two position, iioD
Johnson easily beat his Hartford
and Rhode Island opponents. John
'Skull' Sjoholm also had a pair
of victories. The last four men,
.Rich Tuxbury, High Kenworthy,
Bill Dickey and Charlie Perrin,
all split in their matches, beat-
ing Hartford and losing to Rhode
Island.
tnday at Rockledge, Trinity
beat Middlebury 4-3 and lost to
a highly touted Wesleyan squad
4-3 All the teams were tied up
•with three victories apiece, when
the number seven men came down
the eighteenth hole. Charlie Per-
rin, Trinity's number seven man,
was 1 up on his Middlebury op-
ponent and 1 down to his Wes-
leyan man. He halved the eigh-
teenth with the number seven man
from Wesleyan and lost the hole
to the Middlebury man forcing
that match into extra holes. He
beat his Middlebury man on the
nineteenth hole up for the deciding
point in the Trinity-Middlebury
match, while the Trinity-Wesleyan
match was lost on the eighteenth
hoje,
' ^Captain Rick Stultz, playing
number one for Trinity, beat Keim
of Wesleyan 2 and 1, and lost to
Reed of Middlebury 2 down. Num-••
ber two man Rob Johnson lost-5
and 4 to Mathews of Wesleyan
and defeated Williams of Middle-
bury 1 up.
John Sjoholm again turned in
a pair of victories. -
Rich Tuxbury, number four for
Trinity, split In his matches, beat-
ing- his Wesleyan opponent 3 and
1, while losing to Phinny of Mid-
dlebury 2, down. Bill McLaughlin
lost 7 and 5 to Ketcheni of Wes-
leyan and 5 and 4 to Frem of
Middlebury.
Hugh Kenworthy, beat Kelly of
Wesleyan 1 up and lost to-Ras-
brow of Middlebury 4 and 3. Per-
rin, in the number seven posi-
tion, lost to Bacon of Wesleyan
1 down and beat Werner of Mid-
dlebury 1 up on the nineteenth.
Trinity's, record now stands at
3-4 for the season.
MAY 2, 1967
Lose to Army 9-0
Netmen Top WPI, URI
Although-'still hampered by a
scant of practice time, the Var-
sity Tennis team was still able
to fit in three home matches last
week and came out winning two
of them. Evening their season
record at 2-2, the Bantam netmen
defeated Rhode Island 8-1 ' and
W.P.I. 9-0 before falling victims
to the seemingly unbeatable Army
squad 9-0 on Saturday.
Facing the Rhode Island squad
in the first match held on the
Bantam's home clay courts this
season, the Varsity netmen played
After smashing Nichols earlier
in the week 15-3, the hilltop la-
crosse squad dropped a squeaker
to Tufts 5-4 to bring their sea-
son record to 2-4.
With 44 seconds remaining in
Saturday's game, the Jumbos' Eu-
gene Uchaz shoveled in his third
goal of the afternoon to claim the
victory over the hosting Bantams.
Never trailing until the final tally,
Coach Chet McPhee's men domi-
nated the action all afternoon get-
ting off 53 shots as opposed to 28
by the victors. For the first three
periods Trin controlled the ball,
continually outmaneuvering the
visitors. The fourth stanza, how-
ever, saw Trin run out of gas,
while their opponents stepped up
the pace taking 13 shots.
At 10:49 of the first quarter,
sophomore Willie Wight feinted
by his defensive man and slipped
around the left side of the cage to
register his first of three scores
for the day. Taking 15 shots in
the period the Blue and Gold ap-
peared much sharper than they had
earlier in the season. Especially
• 8 - I-
impressive was the close defense
of Captain Alex Levi, Bill Barton,
and Bruce Loomts, as they per-
mitted only four shots on the cage
in the first period.
With 8:50 gone in the second
period Uchacz tied the score with
a twisting shot from the left side.
Less than a minute later Nate Rath
regained the one point margin as
he slapped in a Bruce Frazer
pass from the right front of the
crease.
During this period, Hall Gif-
ford, Dan Haden,, and Ken Pavel
ran well from their midfield
positions. After the break Wight
increased the Bantam lead as he
tossed in a score from directly
in front. Then came the unfor-
tunate goal of the day for the
hosts. After a Jumbo shot had
been stopped, there was a mix-up
in the Bantam cage and a Trin
man booted the ball in for the
Tuft's score.
Wight collected the final Trinity
score of the afternoon on a pic-
ture-book shot as he took a pass
from Frazer cutting across from
the right side of the net. Action
then became very rough as 11
infractions were committed in the
second half. The Jumbos, however,
seemed to thrive on this style of
play as they tallied three times
while keeping the Bants scoreless.
Against Nichols earlier in the
week, Frazer led the 15-3 mas-
sacre with five goals and three
assists. Everyone got into the
act there as nine other players
tallied.
considerably smoother than they
had against Amherst. Starting at
first singles for the absent Mike
Davison, captain Steve Griggs had
little trouble defeating his opponent
6-0, 6-2. Mike Beautyman and
Sandy Tilney whalloped their op-
ponents 6-1, 6-4 and 6-2, 6-0
respectively, while Jeff Tilden
squeaked out a 6-3, 7-9, 6-2 de-
cision. Playing at fifth singles,
Jim Behrend won 6-2, 6-1; but
Bob Loeb was unable to complete
the singles sweep as he lost 6-0,
6-3. In the doubles games Griggs
and Beautyman won 6-0, 6-2; Til-
ney and Tilden combined to win two
6-1 sets, and Barent and Bixler
pulled off a 6-4, 6-2 victory.
The following day and on Sat-
urday the line-up returned to nor-
mal with the return of Davison
at number one singles. Everyone
moved down a step from Tues-
days line-up and Bob Loeb drop-
ped out. Doubles combinations
were Davison and Griggs, Beauty-
man and Tilney, and Loeb and
Tilden. The Bantam netmen had
relatively little trouble defeating
W.P.I, but the Army cadets proved
insuperable opponents as the Ban-
tams failed to win a single match.
Army had just come from a close
5-4 victory over Wesleyan; how-
ever, the Cadets' coach felt that
despite the two scores, Trinity
was the tougher of the two Connect-
icut opponents.
\
iJI
NOT THIS TIME! - Bantam Willie Wight (4) tries to slip a shot
between two Tuft defenders, Bruce Fraser (5) looks on.
(Rosenblatt Photo)
Frosh,' JVPlace Firsts
In Presidents Cup Races
SENIOR M1DDIE Tom Sanders (10) tries to feint around his
Tuft's opponent while setting up the attack, Saturday.
(Rosenblatt Photo)
Triii Topples Bowdoin Nine 6-2
As Maine Wind Injures Brickley
•lessee's Bantam nine finally
collected the season's first vic-
tory in a two game road trip to
Maine last weekend. The Hill-
toppers toppled Bowdoin 6-2 on
a grand slam home run by catcher
Brian Titus only to drop the se-
cond contest to Colby 11-1.
In the Bowdoin contest, co-cap-
. -tain Bob Brickley went seven In-
nings, allowing only two unearned
, runs and capturing his first vic-
• toiy . of the season. In Maine's
. cold wind, Brickley injured his arm
("Muscle; spasms") and may be
unable to play for several weeks.
Tltus's 420-yard slam came in
the third inning- while Trin led
2-1. Tom Nary had singled for
•the Bantams, Wayne Lenlk was hit
by Bowdoin hurler Jim Downes
.and Hlckey singled loading the
bags for the grand slam. Bowdoin
is 1-3 with the defeat.
Unfortunately Trinity was un-
able to continue its one game
winning streak as Colby trounced
the Hartford crew, 11-1 on Sat-
urday. Pitching "excellent ball",
George Minukas had his first op-
portunity on the mound. He gave
up 11 hits, struck out 10 and
walked 4 as his fielders allowed
eight errors for seven unearned
runs.
The lone Bantam run came in
the eighth when Dennis Coppi sin-
gled and gained second on Wally
Burns' infield out. Then Wayne
Lenik, the Trin second baseman,
doubled him home.
According to the Maine author-
. Hies it was just one of those
cold and unfriendly days as Trin-
ity "couldn't catch a ball, throw
a ball, or hit a ball." Tomorrow
the Varsity squad meets rival
Wesleyan in Middletown and hosts
Coast Guard here on Friday.
Meanwhile the freshmen added
two big ones to their win-loss
record, smashing Amherst 11-7
and St. Thomas Seminary 15-7.
Last Thursday against Amherst,
Roy "Buzz" McCord pitched.the
route. The game was . tied one-
one until the seventh when the
Bantams added six runs. After
Amherst accumulated five, Trin-
ity clinched the win with four
more in the last half of the ninth.
Against St. Thomas onSaturday,
John Robson pitched: the first six
innings for the Hilltoppers, relin-
quishing to Buzz McCord for the
win. Al Johnson, playing second,
snatched two triples while Jim
Bolon, at first, grabbed two home
runs.
. The freshmen are off this week,
not scheduled until the St, Tho-
mas away game on May 9th.
by Keith Pinter
The Trinity College crew had
only limited success at the Presi-
dent's Cup Regatta in Poughkeep-
sie, N.Y. last Saturday. The fresh-
man and junior varsity boats won
their races, while the varsity took
a second.
Weather conditions were typical
of what has come to be expected
of the course: a raging wind,
deep rolling swells with their tops
ripped off by the breeze - unlikely
weather for a boat with eight inches
of freeboard in calm water. Row-
ing and bailing by fours with pa-
per cups contributed by the Mid-
Hudson Rowing Association, the
varsity boat managed to get.to the
starting line, but that was the
high point of their day. Trin rowed
a low stroke in deference to the
weather, with water pouring over
the gunwales (rhymes with funnels)
into the shell. St. Joseph's, with
a high, heavy Italian-built shell,
pulled away steadily at the start
and finished two lengths ahead of
the Trinmen. It is doubtful that
the race proved anything at alL
Crew seasons have a continuity
in which a boat's performance
usually has Important implications,
for the future, but in a race like
: last: Saturday's the conditions are
so abnormal as to mean nothing.
The wind conditions were almost
identical to those the day of last
year's President's Cup race, sug-
gesting that for all the grandeur
of its name the President's Cup
regatta is not in a class with the
big ones. The order across the
finish line was l.St. Joseph's (Phi-
ladelphia). 2. Trinity. 3. Marist
(Poughkeepsie). 4. Drexel (Phila- :
delphia), 5. Iona (New York).
The JV won a remarkably close, J
race, passing Drexel and fighting ?
off a last-minute bid by luckless:
Marist. Keeping their cools at a
low stroke (their sprint was at a^
28), they adapted easily to the
unfamiliar conditions. .
There was no question about the
freshman race. Understroklng;.
•their opponents to victory with
raw, brutal power, the unbeaten
frosh increased their winning. ;
streak to four straight. ;;•*
The season is\ now coming to.
a head. Rusty Callow, which is •
in effect the decider of the New
England Championship, looms up
next Saturday. But first Trinity I
will have to beat the threatening
Wesleyan varsity.
With the Dad Vail In sight,;
the boathouse is crawling w i t h "
rumors of changes In the varsity*^
line-up, perhaps as permanent re-', f*
placements, perhaps to toughen the:;;
varsity by making them, fight for:
their seats. Uncertainty hangs pal- ; '
pable in the atmosphere as the i
Trinity crew starts this week's • f,
practice, i :
